
By Jane ehrhardt 

“A physician’s office is akin to the hotel service,” 
says Marchelle Cagle with Cagle Medical Consult-
ing. “We’re a service industry, and you want to set 
your patients at ease and build a good relationship, 
so they’ll return.”

But with uncollected medical bills running as 
high as 50 percent nationwide, collections must also 
be made priority at the time of visit. “But patients 
don’t want to talk about money at the time of the 
visit, because they’re often ill, scared or feeling vul-
nerable anyway. So put good collection processes in place to 
make the most of the interaction,” Cagle says. 

Cardiology PC, the practice Cagle manages, 
began handing out financial policies that patients 
must sign on their initial visit. “They know right off 
what’s expected of them and how we can help, if 
needed, during hardship,” Cagle says.

That one shift in process dropped Cardiology 
PC collections by over 40 percent. “It cut out a lot 
of confusion and reduced the majority of our calls to 
being about balance amounts, rather than statement 
questions,” Cagle says. 

Another strategy that often results in a sharp 
drop in balances due is to have the practice collect 

the copay before the patient sees the doctor. “And if they don’t 
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By Steve SpenCer

In August, the 
Birmingham chapter 
of the Medical Group 
Management Associa-
tion (MGMA) held a 
roundtable discussion 
for an luncheon audi-
ence of 130 practice 
administrators that 
featured the chief 
executives of five 
Birmingham hospi-
tals, including Gary 
Gause, President and 
CEO of Brookwood 
Medical Center; Keith 
Granger, President 
and CEO of Trinity Medical Center; Tom Shufflebarger, Execu-
tive Vice-President and COO of Children’s of Alabama; William 
Ferniany, PhD, CEO of UAB Health System; and John O’Neil, 

President and CEO of 
St. Vincent’s Health 
System.

The Birmingham 
MGMA polled mem-
bers to compile a list of 
questions that round-
table moderator Jerry 
Callahan, CPA of 
Kassouf & Co, posed 
to the executives. The 
Birmingham Medical 
News, with the help of 
Integrated Solutions, 
transcribed the event 
with some of the high-
lights here:

Callahan: Two 
weeks ago, Children’s 

Hospital moved to the new facility. I’ve asked Tom to lead us off 
with a brief about the logistics of that.
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HEALTHCARE SPOTLIGHT: 
Education and Prevention 
Are “Heart of the Matter” 
for New AHA president
Dr. Donna 
Arnett’s new 
position is two 
jobs in one: a 
historic honor, 
and a daunting 
challenge. 
Arnett, Chair of 
Epidemiology 
at the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, was elected president 
of the American Heart Association 
in July. She’s the first epidemiologist 
to be AHA president, and only the 
second PhD, since the organization 
was founded in 1924  ... page 3

Managing Joint Health
The Key To Future Mobility 
Advances in biomaterials, surgical 
techniques and joint replacements 
continue to make news. There is, 
however, one important area of 
joint health that still shows room for 
improvement ... page 4

reimbursement

Tom Shufflebarger, Gary Gause, Jerry Callahan (standing – moderator), John O’Neil, Keith Granger, 
William Ferniany, PhD
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Healthcare spotlight

Education and Prevention Are “Heart of  
the Matter” for New AHA president
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healthcare professionals 
throughout Birmingham.
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Irvin at 205.978.5127

Birmingham Heart Clinic welcomes 
Dr. Jacob Townsend to our team!

A native of Augusta, Georgia, Dr. Townsend is board certified in internal 
medicine and general cardiology. He completed his interventional 
and general cardiology fellowships at the Medical University of South 
Carolina, and he studied internal medicine at the University of Alabama 
at Birmingham, where he also served as the Chief Medical Resident. Dr. 
Townsend earned his medical degree at the Medical College of Georgia in 
Augusta, Georgia. 

Dr. Townsend specializes in the detection and treatment of both 
cardiovascular and peripheral arterial disease. Risk factors include 
smoking, diabetes, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, or a family 
history of heart or vascular disease.

Jacob Townsend, MD
Cardiologist

If you think you may be at 
risk, call (205) 856-2284 

to schedule an appointment.

100 Pilot Medical Drive, Suite 300
Birmingham, AL 35235

www.birminghamheart.com

By dale Short

Dr. Donna Arnett’s new position is 
two jobs in one: a historic honor, and a 
daunting challenge. Arnett, Chair of Epi-
demiology at the University of Alabama at 
Birmingham, was elected president of the 
American Heart Association in July. She’s 
the first epidemiologist to be AHA presi-
dent, and only the second PhD, since the 
organization was founded in 1924. 

The opportunity comes at a time when 
cardiovascular disease is the major cause 
of death worldwide, and the number one 
cause of death for women in the United 
States. One in three women will die from 
the disease, according to Arnett, which is 
more than from all forms of cancer com-
bined. And yet, she says, heart attacks are 
commonly considered a male phenomenon.

For one thing, symptoms differ con-
siderably between genders. Classic warning 
signs for men are severe chest pain and jaw 
discomfort, while women tend to experi-
ence nausea, vomiting, and back pain. 

Though technological breakthroughs 
for treating heart disease are coming at an 
impressive pace, Arnett says the most effec-
tive tool in the medical arsenal is prevention 
and education: “The good news is, heart dis-
ease is preventable, and our focus on heart 
health needs to start during childhood.”

The AHA presidency is a volunteer 
post (she’s been a volunteer in other aspects 

since 1991), but it requires a good deal of 
travel, public speaking, and media inter-
views. Fortunately she enjoys those tasks. “I 
like meeting new people and working with 
the media,” she says. “I’m just fortunate 
to have such a strong administrative team 
here at UAB that I can rely on to keep the 
trains of the department running while I’m 
on the road for AHA.”

The prevention plan that Arnett will 
be promoting for the next year is named 
“Life’s Simple Seven,” which focuses 
on blood pressure management, reduc-
ing blood sugar, quitting smoking, losing 
weight, increasing physical activity, control-
ling cholesterol, and eating better.  

The rewards for following the plan are 
considerable. “If you can make it to age 50 
with normal cholesterol, are not diabetic, 
hypertensive, or overweight, eat a healthy 
diet, are active physically, and have never 
smoked, then your chances of developing 
heart disease are close to zero,” she says.

“People are so busy with work and 
school that they often believe they don’t 
have the time to incorporate these factors 
into their daily lives. But in reality, those 
can be a lot easier to include than you 
might think.” 

Though researchers still have a lot to 
learn about the many genetic factors in-
volved in cardiovascular disease, the statis-
tics are clear: if you have a parent, brother, 
or sister with heart problems, your own 
risk of developing the disease is roughly 
doubled. Even then, Arnett says, your risk 
factors are mediated through your lifestyle: 
controlling hypertension and hypocho-
lesteremia (elevated levels of lipids in the 
blood) and avoiding smoking can signifi-
cantly reduce the risk. 

The gene revolution may someday 
offer new therapies for cardiovascular dis-
ease, but right now Arnett says gene re-
search is providing “insights into conditions 
like elevated cholesterol. Not actually trans-
ferring genes but helping to identify genes 
that relate to treatments for high cholesterol 
and hypertension.”

There’s also a lot to be excited about in 

the new spectrum of comprehensive clinical 
care for strokes. “People are getting to the 
emergency room earlier when they have 
the signs of a stroke, and they’re getting the 
message that every minute of time saved is 
part of the brain saved. We can use clot-
busting drugs to open up the vessels and 
restore blood flow to people’s brains,” she 
says.

One high-tech heart breakthrough 
that’s not commonly known yet is an im-
plantable defibrillator that automatically 
intervenes to shock a failing heart back 
to life. The devices known as S-ICDS 
(subcutaneous implantable cardioverter-
defibrillators), made possible by advances 
in electronic and battery technology, were 
approved by the FDA in April. They’re im-
planted under the skin outside the rib cage, 
a minor procedure that can be done under 
conscious sedation. 

While the more familiar pacemaker 
provides low-voltage stimulation to keep 
heart rhythm regulated, the ICDs are more 
similar to the larger defibrillators with pad-
dles that are used in the ER, according to 
Arnett: “The device is able to sense when 
the heart is going into defibrillation--not 
pumping blood through the system effec-
tively--and it shocks the heart to restore 
rhythm.

“For the first time, we’re seeing a de-
cline in sudden cardiac deaths, and that’s 
very encouraging.”
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By laura Freeman

Advances in biomaterials, surgical 
techniques and joint replacements con-
tinue to make news. There is, however, 
one important area of joint health that still 
shows room for improvement.

“Patients I’m seeing these days seem 
to be more informed about joint proce-
dures, but not at all informed about how 
they can avoid needing the procedures,” 
Kenneth Bramlett, MD, said.  

In addition to being known for his 
work in joint replacement surgery and 
minimally invasive orthopaedic pro-
cedures, Bramlett focuses much of his 
practice on preventive measures to help 
patients avoid future problems.

“People are living longer, and obesity 
and other chronic factors that contribute 
to joint damage are increasing,” Bramlett 
said. “In 2000, there were 350,000 knee 
replacements in the United States. By 
2010, the number had more than dou-
bled, and demand is projected to double 
again by 2020 to around 1.3 million per 
year.”

Bramlett says that when patients and 
physicians work together more proactively 
to maintain joint health throughout life, 
the need for more complex joint proce-
dures can often be postponed and some-
times even prevented. The first step is 
getting patients more involved in taking 
an active role in protecting their health.

“We help our patients build their 
core strength and teach them how to not 
hurt themselves or make problems worse 
by exercising wrong. One challenge lately 
has been the economy. People may not be 
able to afford a gym membership or some 
of the recreational and wellness activities 
they did before.”

This is where creative thinking can 
help patients come up with simple, inex-
pensive ways they can strengthen their 
muscles and take some of the burden off 
their joints.

Another area where healthcare pro-
viders play a crucial role is in seeing that 

their patients’ joint problems are ad-
dressed promptly throughout life.

“It’s like dealing with a flat tire—you 
pull over and fix it. You don’t keep driving 
on it, or you’ll destroy it. For example, if 
you ignore a rotator cuff injury and allow 
bone spurs to keep wearing away at the 
muscle, they will eventually destroy it so 
people won’t even be able to raise their 
arms to comb their hair,” Bramlett said.

On the subject of rotator cuffs, Bram-
lett does suggest that rather than writing 
off more advanced cases as not being can-
didates for surgery, physicians should look 
into recent developments in reverse shoul-

der replacement designs where the ball 
and socket that are placed on the opposite 
side may bring relief to older patients who 
might not have been considered for the 
procedure in the past.

 “We see patients of all ages,” Bram-
lett said.” Those in their 20s or younger 
are often experiencing the effects of ath-
letic injuries or overuse. These cases can 
usually be treated orthoscopically, or with 
injections, stem cell transplants or bone 
grafts. 

When activities, work or structural 
vulnerabilities lead to Achilles tendonitis, 
heel spurs or plantar fascitis, a variety of 
treatment options can put patients on a 
sounder and less painful footing. Bramlett 
has developed minimally invasive proce-
dures to make microrepairs, and he uses 
injections and other measures to treat less 
severe cases.

As patients move into their 30s, there 
is more wear in tissue behind the kneecap, 
and arthritis begins to appear.

“Arthroscopy or grafts may correct 
the issue, or a half knee replacement could 
be necessary to stabilize the knee. We can 
typically handle this in a 30-minute pro-
cedure with a two-day hospital stay and 
have the patient back at work in seven to 
14 days,” Bramlett said.

In the 40s and 50s, cartilage wear be-
comes more aggressive in the kneecap and 
inside the knee.  

“Hyaluronic acid or other injections 
may help, or where there is mechanical 
wear, we may want to consider a mini-
mally invasive unicondylar replacement to 
give patients another ten to fifteen years 
of improved mobility,” Bramlett said. “In 
the 60 to 65 age group, 30% to 40% of 
the patients I see can be managed conser-
vatively. About 30% can be helped with 
injections, 20% will need a unicondylar or 
bicameral knee replacement, and another 
20% will need a total knee replacement.  

“People with knee issues in their 70s 
and older will most likely have all three 
compartments involved. I’ve done re-
placements on patients in their 90s who 
have done very well. At any age, to get 
maximum function with minimum pain, 
management is the key.”

The economy seems to also be hav-
ing an effect on people postponing needed 
joint procedures, particularly those who 
are middle aged or approaching retire-
ment.

“Patients in that age group seem to be 
avoiding procedures until they absolutely 
can’t any longer. Part of it is cost, but for 
many who are still employed, a bigger 
issue is the fear of looking vulnerable or 
being off work and being seen as not nec-
essary,” Bramlett said

Now that people are living and work-
ing longer, protecting joint health and tak-
ing care of problems in a timely manner 
throughout life can be a good investment 
in the future.

OrtHOPAeDiCs

Managing Joint Health
The Key To Future Mobility

Kenneth Bramlett, MD studies a knee image.
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Skilled Services
Licensed Nursing, Wound Care, IV Therapy, 

Pain Management, Physical Therapy, 
Occupational Therapy, Speech Therapy 

Amenities
Private Room, Private Phone, Private Bathrooms, 

Cable Television, Hair Salon, Argo Whirlpool,
Coffee Shop and Wi-Fi

Hwy 280 in Greystone/Inverness Area

 205-451-1300



Meadow
Brook

Extended Care


OrtHOPAeDiCs

By nanCy dorman-hiCkSon

“There are no restrictions. No restric-
tions,” Theodis Buggs, Jr., MD, says. The 
Princeton Baptist Medical Center orthopedic 
surgeon refers to the lack of post-operative 
concerns after a direct anterior hip replace-
ment. Six years ago, he trained with a pio-
neer of the procedure, Joel Matta, MD, of 
California. “Since then I have operated with 
a physician in Paris and taught the course in 
Paris and Switzerland,” Buggs says. 

Prior to that, the Birmingham surgeon 
performed the more traditional posterior 
hip replacement for 15 years. The differ-
ence astounds him. 

Direct anterior hip replacement pro-
duces less pain, less bleeding, less chance 
of dislocation and a faster return to normal 
activities. The procedure works well no 
matter what the reason for the replace-
ment, whether from trauma, osteoarthritis, 
avascular necrosis or other disease. 

“The posterior procedure requires 
muscle cutting where a large incision is 
made on the backside of the hip,” Buggs 
says. “Muscles and soft tissue in the back 
are cut. If you cut that muscle, it has to 
heal--and it hurts. Also, postoperatively, 
there is an increase incidence of dislocation 
when a person, for instance, is sitting down 
in a chair, leaning over to tie his shoes, or 
trying to climb stairs.” 

“By contrast, the anterior approach is 
a muscle-sparing procedure,” he says. “You 
go between the muscles from the front. It’s 
as if you have a sandwich and you are sepa-
rating the pieces of bread. That’s how you 
separate the muscle.” Also, the anterior ap-
proach uses a smaller incision, 4 inches to 
the posterior’s 10 to 12. He estimates dislo-
cations with anterior are less than one per-
cent, even with patients returning to normal, 
even strenuous, activities much sooner. 

The pain compared to the muscle-
cutting procedure is minimum. “Patients 
are hurting less after the surgery than they 
were before the surgery,” he says. “Fam-
ily members and people in the community 
often don’t even know that they have an ar-
tificial hip because they’re not limping and 
they’re not in pain.” Many require no pain 
medication afterward, either.

According to Buggs, physicians in 
California already are treating this as a 
one-day procedure. While that’s not the 
norm in Birmingham, he says, “I’ve done 
the surgical procedure in the morning, then 
visited in the afternoon for post-op rounds 
and found them walking in the halls.” 

He enjoys sharing recovery stories 
about his patients. “I had an 87-year-old 
grandma who was able to fly from Birming-
ham to Las Vegas to a family reunion three 
weeks after her hip surgery because she 
could sit in an airplane,” he says. “Normally 

that would not be a possibility.” He has also 
seen hikers and tennis players return to these 
activities in as little as two weeks. 

The procedure is ideal for hip fractures 
of the elderly. “They can get out of bed and 
start walking again faster,” he says. Also, 
caregivers “don’t have to worry about, say, 
a patient with Alzheimer’s doing the wrong 
thing, such as turning over in in bed incor-
rectly and dislocating.” 

Despite the advantages, Buggs es-
timates only about 200 surgeons in the 
United States, including about ten in Ala-
bama with four in Birmingham, offer an-
terior hip replacements. Why aren’t the 
numbers higher? 

“With some procedures in orthopedics 
you can read a book, see a DVD and pretty 
much do the procedure without much 
error,” Buggs says. “You cannot do this pro-
cedure that way. It’s a much more difficult 
procedure to learn. It takes a certain num-
ber of cases to be proficient.” Once learned, 
however, it takes about the same amount of 
time to perform. “I can do it in about an 
hour to an hour and a half,” he says. 

Also, the surgical tools are different. 
“You cannot use the same instrumenta-
tion because you’re doing this surgery in a 
small area—four to six inches—and you’re 
putting in a total artificial hip,” Buggs says. 
“You have to have special instrumentation 
to be able to do that. When we started it at 
Princeton, we had to actually develop and 
design our own instrumentation.” 

Eventually, though, he believes the 
advantages of the anterior hip replace-
ment procedure will win out. “My predic-
tion is that in the next 10 to 15 years, this 
is going to be the surgical procedure to re-
place hips,” he says. “They’re going to see 
my 87-year-old grandma flying out to Los 
Vegas. They’re going to see my 55-year-
old man playing tennis two weeks after sur-
gery. Surgeons are going to see the results 
of these patients.” 

Direct Anterior Hip 
Replacement Leads 
to Better Outcomes 

Theodis Buggs, Jr., MD consults with a patient.
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4 Convenient Locations
Homewood • Cullman

 Hoover • Highway 280 @ The Narrows
Same-day and next-day appointments available. 

Call today. We make it easy to refer patients.

Weily Soong, MD
Meghan Lemke, MD
Maxcie Sikora, MD
James R. Bonner, MD
John Anderson, MD
Patricia Luthin, CRNP

For more information call 871-9661 or visit www.alabamaallergy.com

Ask the Allergist
What Is Urticaria (Hives)? Most cases of urticaria are acute, 
lasting from a few hours to less than six weeks. Some cases are 
chronic, lasting more than six weeks. The welts may appear in one 
place, disappear after a short time, then erupt at another spot, then 
another. They are made worse by scratching. Each individual hive 
lasts no more than 24 hours.

What Are the Different Types of Urticaria? They can be classi-
fi ed into two categories: allergic and non-allergic. Allergic urticaria 
is the least common form, although it is somewhat more common 
in children than in adults. It is caused by the immune system’s over-
reaction to foods, drugs, infection, insect stings, blood transfusions 
or other substances. Foods such as eggs, nuts and shellfi sh, and 
drugs such as penicillin and sulfa are common causes of allergic 
or immunologic urticaria. Recent studies also suggest that some 
cases of chronic urticaria are caused by autoimmune mechanisms, 
when the patient develops immune reactions to components of his 
or her skin. Non-allergic urticaria are those types of urticaria where 
a clear-cut allergic basis cannot be proven. These take many forms: 
Cold-induced urticaria appears after a person is exposed to low 
temperatures, for example, after a plunge into a swimming pool or 
when an ice cube is placed against the skin. Cholinergic urticaria, 
which is associated with exercise, hot showers and/or anxiety, is a 
form of hives that is related to release of certain chemicals from 
parts of the nervous system that controls such body functions as 
blood pressure and heart rate. Pressure urticaria develops from the 
constant pressure of constricting clothing such as sock bands, bra 

straps, belts or other tight clothing. Solar urticaria arises on parts of 
the body exposed to the sun; this may occur within a few minutes 
after exposure. Some cases of non-allergic urticaria may be caused 
by reactions to aspirin and food additives. In many cases, particu-
larly in chronic urticaria, the trigger for the problem can’t be found; 
in this instance it is called idiopathic urticaria. Certain types of urti-
caria are more painful than itchy, may go away leaving a bruise on 
the skin, and individual hives may last more than 24 hours. In such 
cases, and selected other situations, a biopsy of the skin may be 
necessary for diagnosis.

How Is Urticaria Treated? A Board-Certifi ed Allergist fi rst will 
prescribe medications, such as antihistamines, to alleviate the dis-
comfort. Severe, complicated attacks of urticaria can be temporarily 
relieved by injections of epinephrine; although rare, in these cases, 
corticosteroids may be prescribed for a short period. Other drugs 
may be required for specifi c types of urticaria. If the cause can be 
identifi ed, the best course of treatment is avoidance of the sub-
stance that triggers urticaria. If a problem with a specifi c food is 
strongly suspected, then it should be avoided. This may require a 
careful reading of packaged food labels and inquiry about ingredi-
ent in restaurant meals. Persons with solar urticaria should wear 
protective clothing and apply sunscreen lotions when outdoors. 
Loose-fi tting clothing will help relieve pressure urticaria. Avoid 
harsh soaps and frequent bathing to reduce the problem of dry skin, 
which can cause itching and scratching that can aggravate urticaria. 
Vigorous toweling after a bath may precipitate hives.

By laura Freeman

When you’re ten and fall out of a tree, 
breaking your arm hurts, but it heals—usu-
ally with no more than the routine drama 
that is part of exploring the world

But when you’re seventy, and time 
and illness have been wearing away at 
your bones, a simple misstep can cause a 
disaster. Even if a broken hip doesn’t lead 
to premature death, it can put an end to the 
life you once knew.  

Although advances in orthopaedics 
continue to redefine what is possible, pre-
venting a bad break is definitely preferable 
to dealing with shattered bone after the 
damage is done.

UAB’s Fragility Fracture Program is 
putting that principle into practice.

“Low energy fractures can be the 
shot across the bow sig-
naling danger ahead,” 
Program Director Jason 
Lowe, MD, said. “If pa-
tients, especially women 
over 55, come into the 
ER with a wrist or fin-
ger fracture more severe 
than we would typically 
expect from that amount 
of force, it’s a strong signal that we need 

to get our fragility fracture team involved.”
When the program was launched two 

years ago, it was originally aimed at reduc-
ing the number of hip fractures. It has since 
expanded to include other types of broken 
bones.

“Identifying those at risk is the first 
step,” Lowe said. “The ER is often the 
place where indications of a fragile bone 
problem come to light. The next step is see-
ing that patients get the appropriate evalu-
ation and treatment to reduce the risk of 
future fractures.”

When medical providers find potential 
problems, the program contacts patients’ 
primary care physicians to alert them to 
the need for an evaluation. For patients 
who don’t have a primary care physician, 
the program arranges referrals to a clinic 
for a scan and follow-up with a program of 
countermeasures as needed.

What causes bone to become fragile?
“When estrogen levels fall off, the rate 

of bone formation slows down. Vitamin 
D deficiency seems to be pandemic, and 
calcium and magnesium levels may also 
be low,” Lowe said. “Add that to a genetic 
predisposition to osteoporosis and the ef-
fects of some disease and medications, and 
it’s easy to see why so many patients are 
developing fragile bones.

Another part of the program that is 
showing good results is the emphasis on ex-
pediting the time from the ER to the OR 
for patients needing surgery.

“Getting patients with broken hips 
into surgery within 24 hours optimizes 
outcomes,” Lowe said. “From the moment 
patients hit the ER door, we’re evaluating 
whether they need surgery, the risk of blood 
loss, possible complications from heart dis-
ease and other problems. The only excep-
tion to the 24-hour rule is someone with a 
medical condition that must be addressed 
and stabilized before going into surgery.”

In performing surgery on patients with 
fragile bones, experience can be a valuable 
tool.

“Patients with poor bone quality often 
have complex medical conditions,” Lowe 
said. “If you have to tackle such a case, you 
need someone experienced in handling de-
tails and getting the patient on and off the 
table quickly. The sicker the patient, the 
more expertise is needed.”

Patients typically begin rehab on or 
one day after the day of surgery. 

After two years, UAB has compiled a 
good set of data and the Fragility Fracture 
Program seems to be making a difference.

“We’re decreasing length of stay and 
time to OR, and preliminary mortality and 

complication rates seem to be trending 
downward,” Lowe said.

Given that 30% of patients over 55 
with hip fractures die within a year, taking 
proactive steps to identify those at risk and 
begin countermeasures before fractures 
occur can save lives.

Taking the effort beyond the ER, the 
Fragility Fracture Program is offering out-
reach programs and screenings at nursing 
homes and other locations to educate peo-
ple about who is at risk and discuss questions 
they may want to bring up with their doctor.

After age 60, the WHO suggests 
DEXA bone density scans every two years. 
Exercise to strengthen bones, muscles and 
to improve balance can help. Patients may 
need Vitamin D, magnesium and calcium 
supplements. If so, they may need to con-
sult with their cardiologist if they have heart 
problems.

Although bisphosphonates have been 
associated with osteonecrosis of the jaw, in 
serious cases of osteoporosis, the benefits 
may outweigh the risks. A dental exam and 
completion of dental work before begin-
ning the medication is often advised as a 
precaution.  

In dealing with fragile bone fractures, 
as with so many other health issues, the 
most effective treatment is prevention.

OrtHOPAeDiCs

Reducing the Risk of  Broken Bones
UAB’s Fragility Fracture Program

Jason Lowe, 
MD
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By Sharon h. FitZgerald

Even if just a tiny part of the knee 
hurts, it still hurts and may severely im-
pact a patient’s ability to walk. Yet surgical 
implants that replace just the knee’s dam-
aged portion are far from ideal and may 
even negatively impact the remaining knee 
structure. This is particularly true for pa-
tients who suffer with osteoarthritis.

That’s where John D. DesJardins, 
PhD, steps in. DesJardins is director of 
the Frank H. Selling and C. Dayton 
Riddle Orthopaedic Education and Re-
search Laboratory at Clemson University 
in South Carolina. In DesJardins’ bio-
engineering laboratory, he and doctoral 
students apply mechanical engineering 
principles – stresses, strains, forces and 
loading – to figure out how best to treat 
joint problems.

Specifically, DesJardins’ research 
today focuses on unicompartmental knee 
arthroplasty, a surgical procedure to treat 
osteoarthritis when the damage is limited 
to one knee compartment. When com-
pared to total knee replacement, the uni-
compartmental procedure theoretically 
should offer many advantages: bone pres-
ervation, more joint movement, improved 
ability to perceive joint position and mo-
tion, increased range of motion and faster 

recovery time.
Sounds great, right? Yet the reality 

is that the unicompartmental procedure 
is more complex and has a slightly lower 
success rate compared to a total knee re-
placement. Some of the problems that 
develop after the unicompartmental op-
eration include the progression of arthritis 
in the rest of the knee, polyethylene wear 
of the implant and aseptic loosening that 

causes the bond between the implant and 
the bone to fail.

“Believe it or not, it’s sometimes 
harder to replace a tiny piece than it is to 
just get rid of the whole thing. The knee 
is very complex. It has a lot of tissues that 
guide the motion,” DesJardins explained. 
He likened the situation to replacing just 
one tire on your car – it throws off the 
alignment.

“In this particular study, we’re looking 
at issues like alignment,” DesJardins said. 
“If you replace just one half, what’s with 
the other half? Are you making the situa-
tion worse by taking the loading that’s on 
one side and sticking it over on the other? 
Remember, you’re not replacing it with 
cartilage; you’re replacing it with plastic 
and metal. The forces that go through the 
knee are definitely going to be changed. 
That distribution could affect what’s left in 
your knee.”

Thus, DesJardins and his students 
are investigating the effects of different 
unicompartmental replacements and liga-
ment configurations on the movement 
and pressures on the knee. The idea is to 
prevent detrimental weight loading (par-
ticularly when someone stands up or sits 
down) and bad motion that increase stress 
on the joint.

To that end, DesJardins’ lab now fea-
tures a knee simulator that he and his stu-
dents have constructed from scratch over 
the last two years. The unicompartmental 
replacement study, which is funded in large 
measure by the Orthopaedic Research and 
Education Foundation, is the first one using 
the new contraption, designed to analyze 
the impact of different implant devices 
and surgical procedures on both mechani-
cally equivalent plastic bones and cadaver 
bones. “As a tool set in our laboratory, this 
was needed,” DesJardins said. “You can’t 
buy these; you have to make them.”

DesJardins surmised that there are 

New Clemson Contraption Simulates 
Knee Movement
Researchers work to develop effective implants

DesJardins (right) and doctoral students Roy Rusly (left) and Eric Lucas work to help design better knee implants.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 22)
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Keeping your focus    
where it matters most.

As a medical facility, your focus is on your patients’ needs.

LifeLinc recognizes that you also need a strong foundation 
of staff in order to keep your focus on the people that need you most.

Anesthesia staffing and billing are a vital part of that foundation, 
and the LifeLinc team offers those comprehensive services to you. 

Whether you need anesthetist staffing or billing services, 
we’ll help you keep your focus where it matters most.

Visit lifelinc.com or call us toll free at 866.362.6963.

LifeLincAnesthesiaTM

By dan SilverBoard and alan Windham

The United States Supreme Court’s 
recent decision upholding most provisions 
of the Affordable Care Act (the “Act”), in-
cluding the “individual mandate,” means 
that most of the Act’s provisions will be 
implemented as scheduled. However, the 
Supreme Court did strike down the Act’s 
provision that would have empowered the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
to withhold Medicaid funding from states 
choosing not to participate in the expan-
sion of the Medicaid program envisioned 
in the Act. According to the Court, states 
must be afforded the choice of whether 
to expand their Medicaid programs and 
the penalty provisions contained in the 
Act were so extensive that they had to be 
stricken as coercive. 

Based on the Governor of Alabama’s 
public statements regarding the Act, it ap-
pears that Alabama could in fact opt-out of 
the expansion. That decision would have 
direct implications for healthcare provid-
ers in Alabama, and we summarize the 
primary effects in this article.

The Kaiser Foundation estimates that, 
should Alabama opt-in to the Medicaid 
expansion, approximately 240,000 previ-
ously uninsured persons—or sixty percent 
(60%) of its uninsured population—would 

immediately become eligible to enroll in 
Medicaid. Should Alabama opt-out, a 
substantial percentage of these people, in-
cluding those that do not buy insurance at 
an “exchange” that is also mandated by 
the Act, would remain uninsured. Thus, 
Alabama hospitals would continue to be 
obligated to treat a potentially significant 
number of uninsured persons.  Based on 
the recent Supreme Court decision, Ala-
bama hospitals should, however, continue 
to receive Medicaid reimbursement at 
levels consistent with its past performance 
should the state opt-out. The recent Su-
preme Court decision did not change those 
components of the Medicaid system. 

Opting-out of the Medicaid expan-
sion will not, however, preserve the status 
quo as other key provisions of the Act will 
go into effect. Although additional regula-
tions must be promulgated and the actual 
effect of these provisions cannot currently 
be predicted, one of the primary purposes 
of the Act was to reduce Medicaid costs 
through revisions to the reimbursement 
scheme.  Specifically, the Act was passed 
in response to, among other factors, the 
annual Medicare Trust Report warnings 
that predate and run coincident with the 
Bush administration through the Obama 
administration. Those warnings indicate 
that the Medicare program will, in the next 

few years, be insolvent without massive tax 
increases and/or cost cutting.  Cost cut-
ting measures, such as penalties for patient 
readmissions and lower Medicare reim-
bursement rates for certain services, will 
occur as the Act continues to be imple-
mented. These measures may, in certain 
circumstances, be offset by improved qual-
ity indicators and, of course, an increase 
in the number of insured patients seeking 
services. However, should Alabama opt-
out of the Medicaid expansion, Alabama’s 
hospitals could see reimbursement reduc-
tions without receiving the corresponding 
additional revenue from the expansion of 
Medicaid.

Complicating this analysis, Medicaid 
disproportionate share hospital (“DSH”) 
payments will, commencing in 2014, be re-
duced. Since DSH payments are intended 
to compensate hospitals that treat a dispro-
portionate share of the uninsured, the Act 
– which envisioned near universal cover-
age – reduces payments for treatment of 
uninsured. These reductions are scheduled 
to go into effect irrespective of the various 
States’ participation in the Medicaid ex-
pansion. Although it’s currently unclear 
how these reductions will be allocated, it 
is likely that Alabama hospitals’ DSH pay-
ments will be reduced. According to the 
Kaiser Foundation, Alabama hospitals 

were allotted $307,827,500 for DSH pay-
ments in FY2011. This accounts for nearly 
10% of all Medicaid spending in Alabama. 

Additionally, even if Alabama were 
to opt-out of Medicaid, the Act incentiv-
izes those who are currently eligible for 
Medicaid, but not enrolled, to enroll in the 
program. There are an estimated 100,000 
persons in Alabama currently eligible for 
Medicaid who are not enrolled. Many of 
these people will enroll or purchase insur-
ance through a health exchange if they 
are otherwise not exempt from the pen-
alty. This increase in enrollment could 
increase the State’s Medicaid costs, but, 
again, without receiving the full extent of 
the corresponding increased revenue from 
the Medicaid expansion.

Finally, instead of participation in the 
Medicaid expansion, Alabama may at-
tempt to revamp its current Medicaid pro-
gram and seek a waiver from the Federal 
government for an entirely new Medicaid 
program in Alabama. As part of the leg-
islative process leading up to the passage 
of the Act, the Federal government dis-
played a willingness to entertain entirely 
new structures for the Medicaid programs 
in various states. Alabama has not indi-
cated that it will seek to revamp its Med-
icaid payment system but such revision, if 

Opting Out of  Medicaid Expansion Could 
Pose Significant Risks to Alabama Hospitals

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 22)
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Expert Heart Care

Alabama’s 1st 
Heart Valve Clinic

If you have a history of heart valve disease, the 
St. Vincent’s Heart Valve Clinic is here for you. This 
unique clinic brings together a team of experienced 
physicians to offer complete and fully integrated care 
customized specifically for you. During a visit to the 
valve clinic:

• You will meet with an experienced team of    
 surgeons, cardiologists, and other specialists at  
 one time.

• Our team will make a comprehensive diagnostic 
 assessment.

• You will leave the office with a plan of treatment  
 that is customized just for you!

The clinic eliminates the hassle of multiple visits to 
multiple doctors and speeds up time to diagnosis.
Call 1-855-STV-BEAT to set up an appointment with the 
team at the St. Vincent’s Heart Valve Clinic, the first 
heart valve clinic in the state to provide 
comprehensive multi-disciplinary care in one 
designated hospital space.

To learn more about the physicians, types of patients seen, and 
treatment options, visit our website at www.thevalveclinic.com.

By ann B. deBelliS

A new concept in the diagnosis and 
treatment of attention deficit hyperactiv-
ity disorder (ADHD) is now available to 
children at a new clinic in the Birmingham 
area, just in time for ADHD Awareness 
Month in September. 
Focus, a clinic origi-
nally founded by James 
Wiley, MD, in Mobile, 
is dedicated solely to the 
treatment of ADHD and 
related attention and 
learning issues.  

After 20 years in gen-
eral pediatric practice, 
Wiley decided to devote 
his time to helping patients affected by 
these problems, including two of his three 
children. “Over the years, technology for 
a more precise diagnosis and very careful 
medication management has emerged,” 
Wiley says. “The answers are there, but we 
as a medical community have been slow to 
adopt them. ADHD is a neurological prob-
lem, not a psychological problem. We’ve 
known for 13 years that medication is the 
best treatment for ADHD.

In our clinics, we have the time to 
dedicate to ADHD and the family, and 
our cutting-edge testing allows us to cor-
rectly diagnose the problem and to achieve 
dose optimization for patients who require 
medication.”

Focus uses QbTest, an FDA-approved 
testing system developed in Sweden. Wiley 
says he is not aware of anyone else in Ala-
bama who uses this test. “We’ve had great 
outcomes in Mobile, and I know we can 
help kids everywhere,” he says. Focus also 
uses a test called CNS Vital Signs as a com-
plementary testing system, with QbTest 
as the primary evaluative system. CNS 
screens for learning disorders that may af-
fect an ADHD diagnosis. 

QbTest is a computer-based objec-
tive assessment that measures all three core 
symptoms of ADHD – hyperactivity, inat-
tention and impulsivity in patients between 
6 and 12 years of age. Focus is also eagerly 
awaiting FDA approval for an updated ver-
sion of QbTest that will also allow testing of 
patients age 13 and older. 
As soon as that approval 
comes through, that test-
ing will also be available 
through Focus. Tanikqua 
Moore, MD, a general 
pediatrician and practic-
ing physician at the new 
Birmingham clinic, says 
that the test has high clini-
cal validity and gives the 
clinician a new perspective on which to 
base decisions. It also offers a way to moni-

tor the dosage effects on patients who take 
medication for ADHD.

“We don’t want to over medicate, 
and QbTest allows us to see if the patient is 
over medicated. Dose optimization is our 
goal,” Moore says. “No two patients are 
alike, and we want to fine tune treatment, 
including medications, for each patient. 
We want the child to be himself and still be 
able to get his school work done. We want 
his family to enjoy being a family.”

QbTest is a 15-minute non-verbal, 
computer-administered attention test. The 
patient sits in front of the computer and 
responds to stimuli by clicking a button. 
During the test, a high-resolution infrared 
camera monitors the movement of the pa-
tient. The system calculates measures of ac-
tivity, attention and impulsivity based on the 
performance on the task and level of activity. 
The data is then processed and compared 
with a norm group of the same age and sex.

During the computer test, Tonya Wal-
lace, administrator of the 
Birmingham office, will 
track the behavior of the 
child. She makes notes of 
whether the child is sitting 
still, fidgeting, or exhibit-
ing any other type of be-
havior. “Knowing what 
the child is doing during 
the test can help with the 
final diagnosis,” Moore says. “For instance, 
if a child keeps rubbing his eyes or nose, it 
is helpful to know if we are dealing with al-
lergies instead of an avoidance behavior, as 
those movements can impact test results.”

New patient appointments are booked 
for one hour of provider time. Each test is 
given a 30-minute block to account for 
patient instruction, though the test itself 
only takes about 15 minutes to complete. 
In total, new patient appointments gener-
ally take about two hours. Follow-up visits 
take 30 minutes and are scheduled every 
few weeks until the right dose of medica-
tion is established. “These meetings allow 
for precise diagnosis and optimization of 
treatment,” Moore says. “If the child has 
ADHD, we generally treat with medica-
tion. We will give the child the QbTest 
again in the first follow-up visit to adjust 
the medication as needed.”

Wallace points out that Focus is a non-
competitive practice. “We want to be a 
resource, and we invite open lines of com-
munication with practitioners. We don’t 
practice general pediatrics and we don’t 
treat other comorbid disorders,” she says. 

It is also important to note that, if in 
the process of our testing and evaluation it 
is found that the diagnosis is not ADHD, 
Moore is comfortable stating that. “Focus 
is dedicated to the diagnosis and treatment 

New Focus Clinic 
Offers Cutting-
Edge Treatment                  
for ADHD

Focus founder 
James Wiley, 

MD

Tanikqua 
Moore, MD

Tonya Wallace

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 19)
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Brian Gleason, MD
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 • Robotic surgery
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Providing exceptional real estate 
advisory services to physicians 

and medical groups 

“
”

Our experience with Veritas was as good 
as it gets. Rich’s ability to understand our 
needs and translate them to a functional 

space was a tremendous help. He has 
an enormous amount of insight into the 
industry and proved to be an invaluable 

asset to our business. We highly recommend 
Veritas and plan on using them for our next 

commercial real estate endeavor.

Dr. Joshua Everts and 
Dr. Ryan Livingston

Rich Campbell
205-304-1010

www.veritasmre.com

Shufflebarger: It’s been an excit-
ing month at Children’s. There were years 
of planning to coordinate the operations 
in the new building and to organize the 
move. You plan for a lot of things and a 
lot of them happened during that day (day 
of the move). Within the first six hours, we 
had two traumas, a helicopter trip came in, 
and a patient family member passed out. 
We’re glad to have that behind us and now 
we have the challenge of making the build-
ing work, which for us is about getting a 
return on investment in terms of patient 
satisfaction and quality improvement.

Callahan: I want to get everyone’s 
perspective on primary care and the physi-
cian shortage.

Ferniany: All you have to do is look 
at Massachusetts to know that, as the Ac-
countable Care act moves forward, we are 
not going to have enough primary care 
physicians, and there are several issues 
we’re going to have to address in Alabama. 
We have to decide what to do about physi-
cian extenders and scope of practice.

Granger: I think Will is right. We all 
see the avalanche of activity that’s coming. 
And not only is there a lack of numbers 
of primary care physicians, but many who 
have gone into medicine don’t  approach it 
in the same style that they might have ap-
proached it 30 years ago. More physicians 
want to go part time or have limited hours 
or shift-like work. Call is becoming an issue 
for hospitals. 

We’re watching what’s happening on 
the extender front along with the develop-
ment of another medical school in south 
Alabama.

Ferniany: In addition the OD school 
in south Alabama, Auburn is also opening 
up an OD school and UAB is opening up 
another primary care medical school, a 
two year school like we have in Tuscaloosa 
and Montgomery. Those should help.

O’Neil: I think the extender issue is 
an opportunity for us. I came from upstate 
New York where we had a number of ex-
tenders and it worked well. They worked 

alongside our primary care physicians and 
played a big part in diminishing our pri-
mary care gap.

But I agree that primary care is going 
to be a huge issue when the Affordable 
Care act kicks in. We need to look at not 
only new programs, but at additional resi-
dency program spots. 

And a continuing issue is reim-
bursement. We need more primary care 
physicians, but if we keep cutting their 
reimbursement while asking them to work 
harder and earn less with higher malprac-
tice costs, we won’t bring people into the 
profession. 

But primary care is a key and we’re 
looking at it very diligently within the St 
Vincent’s Health System. We’ve added 
several new primary care offices within 
the last two years, but we’re nowhere near 
ready to see the onslaught of new patients 
that we’re going to see soon.  

Gause: A lot of what we’re doing is 
consistent with what has already been men-
tioned. We’ve expanded our Brookwood 
Primary Care network and we’ll continue 
to do that because we have a responsibility 
to ensure that Medicare patients who have 
traditionally used our facilities have access 
to a quality primary care physician. As 
we see more physicians coming out of the 
Medicare system, which I think is going to 
be inevitable with the passage of the ACA, 
the hospitals are going to have to do a little 
more to step up. That probably means 
we’re going to be subsidizing primary care 
practices when we put them in place. No-
body wants to do that but it’s part of being 
a comprehensive system. 

On a macro level, I think you’re going 
to see less resources available for physician 
practices, just as there will be for hospitals, 
and the debate is probably going to rage 
about how much of the money needs to 
be devoted to specialty care versus primary 
care. And it probably will take more of a 
crisis in primary care for more of those fed-
eral funds to be redirected to primary care 
to, over the long term, recruit more people 

into primary care. 
Callahan: Gary, I’d like to follow up 

with you here. When we travel the state 
we find that, while there is a bit of a pri-
mary care shortage in Birmingham, rural 
Alabama is suffering even more. Do you 
have any initiatives as it relates to increas-
ing availability of primary care in rural 
Alabama?

Gause: Unfortunately, the program 
that was in Tuscaloosa for training rural 
physicians is shut down. That was very dis-
appointing. It was an excellent program. 

Also, we have one of the more limited 
physician extender laws in this state, which 
affects rural access to care. 

And I think hospitals need to work 
better with the medical community. 
We’ve got to pool ourselves together. For 
instance, the hospitals have to continue to 
better leverage the physicians’ time. Hos-
pitalist inpatient practices have probably 
helped keep the primary care physician in 
the office so they can see more patients. 
But the hospitals have to do even a better 
job of helping those doctors, giving them 
better information, whether it’s diagnos-
tics, inpatient stay, or other metrics. 

We have to get better information 
back to the practices. We have to get in-
formation and scheduling with these prac-
tices so that COPD patients see a doctor 
within seven days of discharge. That has to 
be done or else these patients are going to 
be re-admitted and consume unnecessary 
resources. 

Shufflebarger: One thing that’s dif-
ferent with pediatrics is that over the years 
in Alabama, we’ve gotten most children 
insured. So we won’t see a big increase in 
the demand for primary care. 

Callahan: There has been a lot of 
news on Cooper Green recently. One of 
our Jefferson County Commissioners said 
that we need more input from the medical 
community and called the vote related to 
Cooper Green as disrespectful. There was 
a lot of emotion surrounding that. Anyone 
have any thoughts?

Ferniany: Cooper Green is not just 
the issue. The issue is caring for the indi-
gent. We have a fragmented system for 
caring for the indigent in Jefferson County. 
The hospitals take care of about 70% of 
the inpatient care. The bulk of outpatient 
care is split between the Public Health De-
partment, UAB, Birmingham Healthcare, 
and Cooper Green. Clinically, Woodlawn 
does a good bit. The sad fact is that if it 
stays on the current course, Cooper Green 
will close.

We will be impacted. Look where 
Cooper Green patients come from – half 
from the middle part of the county while 
the other half come from the western and 
eastern part. So if Cooper Green closes, 
the impact would be heavy on St Vincent’s 
East, probably some on Trinity, on Medi-
cal West and Princeton on the west and on 
UAB in the center of town. 

The problem is the county won’t deal 
with the underlying issue which is if you’re 
going to close a patient unit, it has to be 
done in a manner that is best for those pa-
tients. We already had a bad experience 
with this during this first round when they 
just arbitrarily closed services, making no 
provisions for where patients could go. 

Granger: When I listened to Tom 
describe all the planning that went into 
Children’s move, I think that that’s the 
same sort of thing that’s needed in this situ-
ation. Deliberate planning should be put in 
place so that the changes that are required 

Birmingham MGMA Hosts Hospital Executive Roundtable, continued from page 1

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 14)
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300 Royal Tower Drive  •  Vestavia Hills, AL  35209  •  (205) 693-9685  •  mountroyaltower.com

For more than a quarter of a century, ActivCare has been 
dedicated to enhancing life for those with Alzheimer’s 

or related dementia. ActivCare provides a unique 
combination of professional, compassionate care and 
stimilating activities, in a safe and secure, home-like setting.

Mount Royal Towers is the exclusive location in Alabama 
with the ActivCare Residential Memory Care program. 
Highly trained caregivers specialize in attending to the 
round-the-clock needs of those with memory loss and a 
licensed nurse is on staff 24 hours a day.

From initial to advanced stages of memory loss, ActivCare 
at Mount Royal Towers provides the highest level of care 
and dignity in a friendly residential environment.

Call (205) 693-9685 today to schedule a tour and see the 
ActivCare difference for yourself.

Enhancing Life for Those with Memory Loss

By gerard kaSSouF

There has been significant discussion 
about changes in the Federal Estate Tax 
Law scheduled to take place in January, 
2013. Did you know that significant Federal 
Income Tax changes are also scheduled to 
take place, too? This article will provide a 
broad overview of some of the Federal tax 
changes and an idea of the additional tax 
impact those affected could pay.

The most radical changes occur in 
the following areas:

• The regular income tax rates 
• The capital gains tax rates
• The tax rate on qualified dividend 

income
• The redeployment of cut-backs in 

exemptions and itemized deductions

The Regular Income Tax 
Rates

Five of the six income tax rate cat-
egories are scheduled to increase in 2013. 
The lowest rate, currently at 10 percent 
will increase to 15 percent. While the cur-
rent 15 percent rate is scheduled to re-
main the same, the 25, 28 and 33 percent 
rates are scheduled to increase to 28, 31 
and 36 percent respectively, and the cur-
rent 35 percent rates will rise to 39.6 per-
cent. To be more precise--the 10 percent 

rate will increase by 50 percent, and the 
35  percent rate will increase by over 13 
percent--so the tax changes are dramatic.

Capital Gains Rate
Capital gains have been taxed at 15 

percent for Federal purposes, and are 
scheduled to increase to 20 percent effec-
tive January, 2013. This will have a signifi-
cant impact on those who sell stocks at a 
profit, or who are selling business interests 
and real estate.  

Qualified Dividend Income
An even more dramatic increase is 

scheduled to come from the changes in 
the qualified dividend income tax rates. 
This income has been taxed at the favor-
able rate of 15 percent. However, effective 
January, 2013 the rate of tax could be as 
high as the 39.6 percent rate--an increase 
of as much at 2.64 times the current in-
come tax rate. 

Additional Hospital 
Insurance Tax for High 
Income Wages Earners 

If you file a joint income tax return 
with your spouse and have a combined 
income of $250,000 or more; file your re-
turn as married filing separately with an 
income of $125,000 or more; or file any 

other return with an income of $200,000 
or more, you will be expected to pay an 
additional 0.9 percent hospital insurance 
(Medicare) tax on top of the 1.45 percent 
amount you have been paying.  

New Medicare Tax on 
Unearned Income.

Another significant change in the tax 
code that is scheduled to take place at the 
first of the year is the new Medicare Tax 
on unearned income. In addition to the 
income tax changes outlined above, if you 
file a joint income tax return with your 
spouse and have a combined income of 
$250,000 or more; file your return as mar-
ried filing separately with an income of 
$125,000 or more; or file any other return 
with an income of $200,000 or more, you 
will be expected to pay a 3.8 percent tax 
on investment income. Calculations are 
too complicated to present in this article.  

Net investment income includes:
• Interest
• Dividends
• Annuities
• Royalties
• Rents
 Other than income received in the 

ordinary course of or a trade or business, 
less deductions; 

• Income from a passive activity or 

trading of financial instruments or com-
modities;

• Net gain of property other than 
property held in a trade or business

• Disposition of real estate 
• Disposition of a primary residence 

if there is a taxable gain that exceed the 
exclusion amount

In addition, loss of deductions for 
personal exemptions and itemized deduc-
tions are scheduled to re-appear in 2013. 
The effect of these changes also mean in-
crease in income tax paid.

I reviewed a recent calculation of a 
taxpayer with the following fact pattern:

Wages $250,000
Outside business income  

$50,000
Capital gains $120,000
Rental Income $90,000
The anticipated total tax burden will 

be $24,000 higher in 2013 than the same 
income in 2012.

Do not let these new rates and taxes 
surprise you. There are tax planning op-
portunities that could mitigate some of the 
effects, but you must act in 2012. 

Don’t  Be Surprised —Taxes Scheduled to 
Increase in 2013

© 2012 L. Paul Kassouf & Co., P. C.  Gerard J. 
Kassouf, CPA is a director of the Birmingham, 
Alabama firm of L. Paul Kassouf & Co., P. C., Certified 
Public Accountants and Business Advisors.  He can be 
reached at gkassouf@kassouf.com.
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can be done in a planned manner rather 
than a crisis mode. I’m afraid we’re going 
to get into a further crisis mode before this 
is solved.

Gause: If you looked at this as a case 
study for health planning, and you turned 
in this model as your thesis, you would be 
thrown out of any program you were at-
tending. The Cooper Green system hasn’t 
evolved since the 1970s. And healthcare 
was completely different in the 1970s. 

Several ideas have been brought forth 
for the evolution of indigent care in Jeffer-
son County. Right now, they’re not rea-
sonable because of the politics; not because 
they can’t be executed. 

It’s important to eliminate the time 
people have from the onset of symptoms 
to when they actually get treated. You 
all know this. If someone delays coming 
to your office, they end up going to the 
emergency room. Only four percent of the 
emergency room patients at Cooper Green 
end up being admitted. At Brookwood, it’s 
nearly 40 percent. So you have a lot of 
people using the Cooper Green emergency 
room unnecessarily. 

We should take that care out to the 
community. Put clinics in the communities 
where those patients live, give them early 
intervention, treat chronic conditions like 
diabetes and high blood pressure more ag-
gressively and eliminate the unnecessary 
admissions that are going on in the hos-
pital. 

There will still be inpatient indigent 
care, but a large portion of that can be dealt 

with more effectively with urgent care, with 
primary care, with physician extenders and 
private practice offices. 70 percent of indi-
gent patients who are treated in hospitals 
are treated outside Cooper Green, so the 
existing facilities are already absorbing the 
lion’s share of the indigent care. 

Shufflebarger: What gets lost in the 
emotion surrounding Cooper Green is the 
indigent care trust fund. It’s important to 
keep that fund focused on trying to offset 
the cost of indigent care. It doesn’t pay for 
all of it, but if that gets diverted, it just com-
pounds the problem.

O’Neil: What’s interesting about this 
whole process is that we’ve reinvented our-
selves. In Alabama, we have the most effi-
ciently run hospitals in the country. I have 
the data to prove it. No one’s even the ball 
park when you look at what it costs us to 
run our hospitals. 

And there is actually more than 
enough money in the system for Cooper 
Green. They get $45 million a year. No 
one hands us a check for $45 million to do 
anything. So there’s plenty of money. It’s 
just a matter of re-designing the system to 
take the best care of patients. So the one 
issue we all face with reimbursement is not 
as big an issue for Cooper Green because 
they’ve got a locked in revenue base that is 
probably more than enough money to do 
what they’re doing.

Callahan: We have an interesting 
question from MGMA members. With 
physicians employed, are hospitals see-
ing better practice patterns within patient 

care? Have hospital costs gone down with 
these models?

Shufflebarger: I don’t think we’ve 
seen a big difference between our em-
ployee care networks and other referral 
sources in terms of what happens in the 
hospitals. We’ve moved to a 99 percent 
hospitalist model anyway.

Gause: As John said, Alabama hospi-
tals are the most competitive in the country 
on an adjusted per-patient day. So we’ve 
done a lot of what can be done to take costs 
out of the system. Staffing ratios can’t re-
ally go down much more. And we all have 
low costs in our supply chains. 

So the next thing that has to happen 
is we have to change physician behavior. 
That’s the most difficult thing we have to 
do. Employment is one way to attempt to 
do that. But frankly, an employed physi-
cian is not any more compelled to change 
their practice pattern than an independent 
physician would be. We have to find better 
data to show them that proves that if they 
change their practice, not only will their 
cost go down, but the care will improve. 

O’Neil: The four most expensive 
words in healthcare are massive unex-
plained clinical variation. We have to stop 
with the idea that we don’t like cookbook 
medicine, that I’m an independent physi-
cian and I’m going to do it my way no mat-

ter what. Those days are going to be gone. 
As Gary said, we need to find ways to 
come together and find protocols. Let the 
physician set the standards, but everyone 
has to do things pretty much the same way.

Granger: Our focus hasn’t been as 
much about cost reduction as it has been 
on driving clinical performance. The stan-
dardization of going forward with evidence 
based medicine has allowed us to move 
from perhaps a 50th to 70th percentile per-
formance across the country to where in 
the last year we’ve achieved top ten per-
centile performance on all the clinical indi-
cators that we’re measuring. We’ve driven 
down infections by double digits for each 
of the last three years. We’ve seen pressure 
ulcers fall to their lowest level in the last 
month. So we have many things happen-
ing and I think it’s because physicians are 
in fact aligning around the word quality.

Ferniany: As you might suspect, 
UAB would be the odd person out. We’re 
1100 employed physicians. And one of the 
competitive advantages of UAB is it has 
complete alignment between the hospital 
and the physicians. There’s a thing called 
the academic medical center exception 
that allows us to support our physicians fi-
nancially through the hospital and it allows 
us to be one. So the physicians do as well as 
the hospital and vice versa.

Birmingham MGMA Hosts Hospital Executive Roundtable, continued from page 12

Thanks to Integrated Solutions, who filmed this event, a video of the entire discussion is 
available at www.birminghammedicalnews.com and www.bhmgma.com 
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reimbursement

by Jane ehrhardt 

“Using your EHR to help you code 
isn’t something to be afraid of,” says 
Carrie Gulledge, Director of Electronic 
Health Records with Me-
diSys. “It’s not that your 
upcoding or downcod-
ing, but that you’re truly 
optimizing the coding to 
reflect the effort put forth 
by the physician and 
nursing staff.”

Since practices in 
the U.S. have begun 
using electronic health records (EHRs), 
reimbursements have risen nationwide 
for office visits. “When we begin an EHR 
implementation, I will tell practices not to 
be surprised at seeing a higher level of ser-
vice coding than what there’re used to,” 
Gulledge says. 

The rise stems from the ease of re-
cording actions normally not charted 
when paper was the medium. But EHRs 
present lists, so noting that the ears have 
been checked or the heart listened to re-
quires only a click. “Now physicians are 
getting credit for work they’ve done for 
years and years, and just not ever gotten 
paid for,” Gulledge says.

The fiscal outcome of utilizing an 
EHR effectively for coding can be nota-
ble. A pediatrician who Gulledge worked 
with in south Alabama implemented his 
EHR last year. “He never billed out an 
office visit at 99215, which is the highest 
level, and he should have been. But he 
was worried about audits,” she says. 

Over the first six months of using 
his EHR, his reimbursements rose over 
$30,000. “Because he could accurately 
code,” Gulledge says. “He’d been seeing 
some really sick children all along, so he 
should have been having the higher office 
visit codes.” 

Practices should not hesitate to trust 
reliable EHR’s to help with codes. “It’s 
just math,” says Mary 
Elliott, CPA, with War-
ren Averett Kimbrough 
& Marino. Because EHR 
recommendations for 
service codes are based 
solely on whether the ac-
tions documented by the 
physician and nursing 
staff match the bullet points required by 
the 95 or 97 coding guidelines. 

But EHR recommendations are not 
perfect. “A lot of times, the physician is 
meeting the documented guidelines to get 
the high level of service code, but the med-

ical decision is not high enough to warrant 
that code,” says Misty Walker, executive 
vice president with Code+Collect. “So if 
you’re audited that will cause an issue.”

For example, a patient with knee pain 
sees an orthopedist. He is a new patient, 
so the physician does a complete review 
of the systems and all the histories. “They 
hit every bullet point for a high-level visit 
during the exam,” Walker says. “But the 
orthopedist surgeon decides to do noth-
ing for the patient, because it’s chronic 
osteoarthritis and the patient is too young 
for surgery. So according to the EHR, it 
could code as a high-level visit, but since 
nothing was done to the patient, it would 
be a low-level bill out.”

The EHR can also recommend a 
lower code than what was earned when 
physicians and nurses perform actions 
outside the time spent with the patient. “If 
I’m an internal medicine physician, and I 
call a cardiologist about a patient and dis-
cuss the plan, the system can’t know that I 
did that work,” Gulledge says. “Physicians 
must keep the EHR up on what they’re 
doing, so that at the end of the visit, their 
documentation triggers the right code.”

Unfortunately, physicians fear audits 
so strongly they cheat themselves. But 
Walker says, “It’s not ‘if’ you’re going to 
be audited, it’s just ‘when.’ So code for the 
work you do.”

She says follow-up visits top her list 
of unnecessary undercoding by practices. 
“It takes very little to qualify for the 99213 
code, and yet physicians regularly use the 
99212 instead just to feel safe. But most of 
the time, the higher code is appropriate,” 
Walker says. “That code difference could 
mean $10 to $15 per visit they’re losing 
and that’s a significant loss over a year’s 
time.”

Jim Stroud, CPA, with Warren Av-
erett Kimbrough & Marino, warns that 
repeated diagnosis codes 
can throw up red flags to 
auditors. “If the patient 
is a diabetic and presents 
repeatedly, physicians 
often just put diabetes as 
the diagnosis code each 
time. But there’s limits to 
how often you can bill for 
the one diagnosis unless 
they’re presenting with complications,” 
he says. “So the code has to be a diabetes 
diagnoses with something, and physicians 
have to articulate that complication. That 
then justifies a higher visit code.”

Stroud also points out that to fully take 
advantage of the coding option offered 

Utilizing EHRs 
to Optimize 
Coding and Raise 
Reimbursements

Carrie 
Gulledge

Mary Elliott

Jim Stroud

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 16)
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have insurance, they also need to pay a 
certain amount before 
seeing the physician,” 
says Tracy Powell, busi-
ness manager at Physi-
cians Resource Network.

“If they don’t have 
any money with them, 
tell them where the 
nearest ATM is or give 
them a prepaid postage envelope, and ask 
them to please drop a check in the mail 
when they get home,” 
says Judy Campodonico, 
director of operations at 
MRG Management Ser-
vices.

Just  col lect ing 
money at the time of 
service isn’t enough, 
though. One practice 
collected a straight three 
dollars from every patient, no matter the 
actual copay amount. “You may think 
you’re keeping cash flow going with that 
process, but you’re costing the practice 
money,” Cagle says. With statements 
costing the practice up to five dollars in 
labor and materials, an outstanding bal-
ance on a copay gets eaten away quickly 
in collection costs.”

Cagle adds that the front office 
should also be trained to ask for past 
balances along with the copay. “When 
we started taking past balances due and 
doing more discussions with patients in 
private, we increased our cash flow by 
over 20 percent.”

Private discussions with patients 
have proven to be a potent tool in collec-
tions. “But your front office staff should 
be bubbly and happy personalities, and 
you don’t want that person confronting 
someone with nonpayment,” Campodo-
nico says. “That should be the practice 
manager.”

Cagle says to give patients options 
when they fall on hard times to help raise 
collections. “For instance, give them dis-
counts for paying the majority of their bill 
by credit card over the telephone. Or give 
them a payment plan, and if they agree to 
pay the minimum amount each month, 
you’ll reduce the total bill.”

To create consistency and fairness in 
evaluating patients in need, Cagle sug-
gests using the Alabama poverty scale 
and federal recommendations. “Once we 
did this, and worked with them, patients 
that never made payments starting mak-
ing payments,” Cagle says. 

“Our staff didn’t realize so many 
people were telling them stories and not 
really in need. It was a real shocker when 
the first lady turned in her W2 along 
with her income and utilities statements, 
and she had $2,500 coming to her each 
month from a very nice retirement plan. 
This has taught my staff what indigent re-
ally means,” Cagle says.

But the woman paid her bill. “Be-
cause we gave her an audience, and we 
were professional,” Cagle says. “This has 
improved our relationships with patients. 

They felt finally someone listened to them 
and sympathized when they couldn’t pay 
the whole amount.”

Campodonico says that utilizing the 
cycle billing feature on the management 
software can generate a great revenue 
boost. Rather than sending out statements 
only one day each month, send statements 
out weekly. 

The cycle billing feature allows prac-
tices to bill weekly and collect monies 
throughout the month while ensuring pa-
tients are billed only once every 30 days. 
“Otherwise you have charges sitting there 
for weeks without even a chance of being 
collected, because you only bill on the sec-
ond Tuesday of every month,” Campodo-
nico says. 

Weekly billing keeps the revenue 
stream coming in more steadily. “And 
the calls and questions to our billing 
department don’t just come in a surge 
during that one time each month. This 
keeps it all even throughout the month,” 
Campodonico says.

She warns that collections can also 
become waylaid within the office itself 
and not get billed immediately. “Some-
times the chart gets pulled for the nurses 
to make calls or set tests, and then it 
doesn’t get to billing. So verify the super 
bills against the schedule every day, so 
you know all charges have been cap-
tured,” Campodonico says. 

The most vital money saver, says 
everyone, is accurate patient informa-
tion. “Train the front office, because the 
receptionist is the most important person 
in collections,” Powell says. “They have 
the chance to review and correct insur-
ance and personal information at the time 
of service with the patient. Face-to-face. 
Otherwise it’s your billing office spending 
resources trying to get in contact with the 
patient for that information. So train that 
person well, and it pays off.” 

Solid Processes, continued from page 1
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reimbursement

by EHRs means ensuring the software is 
set up to suit the practice’s needs. “The 
system creates the charge form based on 
what you enter,” Stroud says. 

So the effectiveness of the EHR, he 
says, all depends on physicians making 
the effort at the point of purchase to cre-
ate accurate templates and understand 
how the EHR documents their actions. 
“They need to make their EHR as near 
to a point-and-click as possible for their 
needs,” Stroud says.

All agree that practices need to fear 
auditing less and utilize the logic of their 
EHR more when it comes to coding. 
“And everyone’s coding out higher right 
now as they transition to EHRs, so a sud-
den jump in your coding isn’t the red flag 
it used to be,” Gulledge says. “If you’re 
actually doing the work, then click the but-
ton and get paid for it.”

Utilizing EHRs,
continued from page 13
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By ann B. deBelliS

Improving the quality of life for breast 
cancer survivors is the primary purpose of 
a collaborative effort being led by Princ-
eton Baptist Medical Center and the UAB 
School of Nursing. The initiative, which 
is the first of its kind in Alabama, is made 
possible by a grant from the Women’s 
Breast Health Fund of the Community 
Foundation of Greater Birmingham and 
will help breast cancer patients access 
resources that can increase quality of life 
during recovery and survivorship.

The Princeton Baptist Breast Care 
Center will implement the Breast Can-
cer Resource and Survivorship Network 
which will include a Resource Navigator 
for patients who are diagnosed and treated 
for breast cancer. The navigator is a pro-
fessional social worker who is dedicated 
to providing individualized assistance to 
patients, families, and caregivers. That as-
sistance can help them overcome health 
care system barriers and facilitate timely 
access to quality medical and psychosocial 
care from the time of diagnosis through 
survivorship.

The navigator will identify needs, 
evaluate options, put solutions in place and 
provide ongoing support to help patients 
sustain independence for better outcomes. 
“Navigators are changing the face of can-
cer care in our lifetime by advocating for 
and providing ongoing guidance and sup-
port to cancer patients, their families and 
significant others, by accompanying the 

patient through every aspect of the cancer 
journey,” says Pamela James, Manager of 
Mammography and Breast Care Center.

Patients can contact the Resource 
Navigator soon after diagnosis and receive 
assistance in such areas as nutrition, lodg-
ing, transportation, supplies, prosthetics, 
wigs, lymphedema prevention, psycholog-
ical issues, etc. The navigator will follow 
up with the patient regularly to address 
any concerns and answer questions the 
patient may experience.  Patients can also 

access the program via a toll-free number 
and the internet beginning in the fall of 
this year.

“This program will impact the qual-
ity of life during the survivorship process 
for both the patient and family, leading to 
a better outcome,” James says. “We will 
promote this program through commu-
nity awareness campaigns, the faith-based 
community, Birmingham hospitals and 
churches. We must support breast cancer 
patients who have undergone treatment, 

such as chemotherapy and radiation, with 
medical and non-medical support because 
after treatment these survivors have a new 
norm.”

Patients don’t have to be treated at 
Princeton to receive the navigation ser-
vices. “It will be a collaborative strategic 
plan to bring some Birmingham affiliated 
hospitals together under a multidisci-
plinary team approach for excellent pa-
tient care. We will collaborate with UAB 
and other hospitals in the community,” 
James adds. “We will cover the counties 
of Jefferson, Shelby, St. Clair, Walker, 
and Blount to help women connect with 
the appropriate resources in their areas.”

Terri Lamons, Executive Director 
of Imaging Services and Neuroscience at 
Princeton, says their team already takes 
a multidisciplinary approach to treat-
ing their patients and this initiative will 
expand those efforts. “We were already 
doing this on a smaller scale, but the grant 
has enabled us to expand our reach and 
to hire a navigator,” she says. “When 
there are barriers to what these women 
need, they are frustrated. There are free 
resources out there, but they don’t always 
know how to access them. Our goal is to 
break down those barriers, and we will be 
the connecting piece so they find the help 
they need.”

The UAB School of Nursing will use 
its portion of the grant to establish the 
Young Breast Cancer Survivorship Net-
work (YBCSN). Its focus will be to im-
prove the quality of life for women who 
are young breast cancer survivors, as well 
as for their loved ones, through education, 
support and networking.  They are defin-
ing “young survivors” as women who re-
ceive a diagnosis before menopause.

“Young breast cancer survivors have 
different needs than women who are di-
agnosed at an older age. The impact 
of breast cancer can be devastating for 
young women and their families. At a time 
when they usually are preparing for fam-
ily and career, their life course is altered 
to face treatment, recovery, and survivor-
ship,” says Silvia Gisiger Camata, RN, 
MPH, and the Program Manager in the 
UAB School of Nursing. “These young 
survivors also face different challenges 
compared with older women, including 
potential infertility and early menopause, 
pregnancy after diagnosis, concerns about 
sexuality and intimacy, changes in family 
and child relationships, and concerns over 
work and finances.”

To help improve the lives of these 
young cancer survivors, the YBCSN ini-
tiative will:

Develop partnerships among health 
providers, advocates, and organizations 
who provide education and support for 
young breast cancer survivors,

Educate young breast cancer survi-
vors and families about premenopausal 
breast cancer,

Increase public and family awareness 

Grants Support New Initiative to Help 
Breast Cancer Survivors

Princeton Baptist Breast Care group, from left, Tammy Byram, RN; Marla Ford, RN, Nurse Navigator; Bonnie 
Epperson Lead, Mammography Technician; Pam James, Manager, Breast Care Center, RN, AOCN, MCS; 
Pauline Davis, Mammography Technician; Beverly Rizzo, Mammography Technician; Shelia McCulley, 
Mammography Technician; Angie Keenum, Mammography Technician

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 28)
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of ADHD, but its practitioners have no hes-
itations in ruling out a diagnosis of ADHD 
and helping to point families in a proper 
direction for a true solution to the problem 
that is indicated,” she adds.

Focus takes referrals from physicians 
and other health professionals, but a refer-
ral is not required, Wallace says. Parents 
can complete an appointment form, avail-
able on the website at www.focus-md.com, 
and send it to the office. “According to Dr. 
Wiley, we get a lot of referrals from schools, 
but we also are finding that word of mouth 
among parents is a huge network,” she says. 
“Parents are vital to getting the word out 
about our clinic. One parent told us, ‘we got 
our child back; we got our life back.’ That’s 
what it’s all about – transforming lives. 
ADHD affects the whole family.”

In addition to the new Birmingham 
clinic, Focus also has expanded to add clin-
ics in Daphne, AL, as well as Charlotte 
and Greensboro, NC, and Charleston and 
Greenville, SC. “Growth has been substan-
tial because there is such a need for some-
one to care for these people. It requires 
precise control – just like controlling dia-
betes – for the best outcome,” Wiley says. 
“We are so excited to have the Birming-
ham office open and providing service to 
the area. The reception we have received 
has been great. For us, it is a labor of love. 
So many kids will benefit.”

Focus Birmingham currently is accept-
ing new patients, ages four years through 
young adult.

The best orthopedic care for kids
comes from the best doctors, 
nurses and staff.

children’s orthopedics at children’s
of Alabama is ranked among the 
top orthopedic programs in the 
country by US News & World Report.

Top (from left): A. Reed Estes, MD; Joseph G. Khoury, MD;
and William P. Garth, MD. Bottom (from left): J. Scott Doyle,
MD; Michael J. Conklin, MD; and Shawn R. Gilbert, MD.

To Schedule AppoinTmenTS cAll: 205.638.5784 (orThopedicS) 
or 205.638.9141 (children’S cenTrAl Scheduling)

By kelli Fleming

It seems like there is not a day that goes 
by that I do not read a news article, press 
release, or e-mail blurb about a recent arrest 
or conviction concerning Medicare and/or 
Medicaid fraud and abuse. As evidenced 
by the statistics, enforcement related to 
fraud and abuse is increasing. Convictions 
under the Health Care Fraud and Abuse 
Control Program increased by over 27% 
between 2009 and 2011. The number of 
defendants facing criminal charges related 
to health care fraud and abuse increased by 
74% from 2008 until 2011 (821 defendants 
versus 1,430 defendants). Thus, fraud and 
abuse enforcement is on the rise, and I sus-
pect that is a trend that we will see continue.

In that regard, the Department of 
Health and Human Services (“HHS”) and 
the U.S. Department of Justice recently an-
nounced a joint effort to detect and prevent 
fraud and abuse in the health care sector. 
A new initiative will join the public and 
private sectors in an effort to exchange 
data and information and allow better 
detection of fraud and abuse. Under the 
initiative, advanced technology and data 
analysis will be used to help identify where 
and when health care fraud is occurring. 
For example, the initiative anticipates new 
technology will allow payors to detect when 

services are billed for the same patient on 
the same day in two different cities, thereby 
indicating potential abuse.

As of the beginning of August, twenty-
one (21) groups representing federal, state 
and private payors and other anti-fraud 
groups have voluntarily agreed to partici-
pate in the initiative. Among those groups 
are the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Asso-
ciation, Centers for Medicare & Medic-
aid Services, Coalition Against Insurance 
Fraud, Office of Inspector General, Hu-
mana, National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners, Travelers, UnitedHealth 
Group, Department of Justice, HHS, and 
WellPoint. The first meeting of the Ex-
ecutive Board, Data Analysis and Review 
Committee, and the Information Sharing 
Committee of the initiative is scheduled for 
September. Following such meeting, pro-
viders should have a better idea of how the 
initiative will operate and how the specific 
findings will be used.

According to Kathleen Sebelius, 
Secretary of HHS, “the partnership puts 
criminals on notice that we will find them 
and stop them before they steal health care 
dollars.” Attorney General Eric Holder 
believes “this partnership is a critical step 
forward in strengthening our nation’s fight 
against health care fraud.” 

The initiative is the latest of a num-

ber of programs that have been enacted 
to better detect fraud and abuse among 
providers. Many of these programs involve 
increased transparency, better communica-
tion, and tighter enforcement. For exam-
ple, changes in the law have made it easier 
for the Department of Justice to investigate 
potential fraud and now allow Medicare to 
suspend payments to providers during an 
investigation of fraud. Additionally, Medi-
care has enacted a Fraud Prevention Sys-
tem, which screens fee-for-service claims 
before payment is tendered. Further, the 
Recovery Audit Contractor (“RAC”) pro-
gram has recently been expanded to in-
clude Medicaid, Medicare Advantage, and 
Medicare Part D programs. 

As a result of these fraud and abuse ef-
forts, the government has recovered $10.7 
billion related to health care fraud over the 
past three (3) years. Due to the large poten-
tial recovery amount, I suspect we will con-
tinue to see a focus on fraud and abuse in 
the future, mainly through additional pro-
grams involving increased transparency and 
improved communication among payors. 

Fraud and Abuse Prevention 
on the Rise 

Kelli Fleming is an associate with Burr 
& Forman LLP and practices exclusively 
within the firm’s Health Care Practice 
Group.

New Focus, 
continued from page 10
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Rabid: A 
Cultural 
History of 
the World’s 
Most 
Diabolical 
Virus
by Bill Wasik and 
Monica Murphy

c.2012, Viking; 
$25.95 / $27.50 
Canada; 275 pages, includes index

 
You’ve been robbed.
Robbed of a clean yard because you 

put your trash out last night, and when 
you woke up, it was strewn all over. You 
were robbed of a good mood, too. Thing 
is, you could easily pick the culprit out of 
a line-up, even though he always wears a 
mask.

You’d go out and shoo that raccoon 
away if you could, but you doubt you’d 
ever catch him. And after reading Rabid: 
A Cultural History of the World’s Most 
Diabolical Virus by Bill Wasik and Mon-
ica Murphy, you’ll be glad for that. 

Hidden inside some of history’s old-
est, most important writings are clues that 
a scourge has plagued mankind for eons: 
“lyssa” is casually mentioned in The Iliad. 
The Code of Hammurabi proscribes pun-
ishment for the owner of an animal with 
it. Ancient Indian texts describe rabies 
and its symptoms and, perhaps not sur-
prisingly, most sources blame the virus on 
the dog.

The rabies virus itself is shaped like a 
bullet, the tip of which carries “a malevo-
lent payload of RNA.”  Once the virus en-
ters the body, it does what very few other 
viruses do: it avoids the bloodstream, in-
stead creeping up the nervous system at 
an average of two centimeters a day, on 
its way to the brain. It moves so slowly, in 
fact, that it could take months for symp-
toms to appear. By that time, sufferers 

may not remember having been bitten by 
the animal that transmitted the virus. 

Throughout history, various methods 
have been used in the “cure” of rabies. 
Ancient Sumerians proscribed magical 
water for the patient to drink; an interest-
ing treatment, in light of the infection’s 
most infamous (hydrophobic) hallmark. 
Fifteenth-century English literature rec-
ommended using a rooster’s hind-end to 
suck forth the poison. Bleeding was once 
considered curative, as was more sex, but 
it wasn’t until Louis Pasteur’s then-risky 
vaccine that rabies was treatable and not 
until this century that full-blown, totally 
symptomatic cases have been survivable 
by humans. Today, the WHO estimates 
that 55,000 people – mostly in Asia and 
Africa - die from rabies each year.

And the poor dog?  Since the virus 
is “perfectly matched to the dog as host,” 
he’s definitely a carrier, but probably not 
the most dangerous one. On this conti-
nent, bats, raccoons, and other wild ani-
mals give Fido a run for his money.

With a good mix of history and sci-
ence, blended with literature and myth-
busting, authors Bill Wasik and Monica 
Murphy give readers a chilling look at a 
disease that Westerners only think about 
when it’s time to take pets to the vets. 

That’s good. What you’ll want to re-
member, however, is that when they say 
Rabid is “not for the squeamish or weak-
kneed,” they’re not exaggerating. Pet lov-
ers, especially, need to know that while 
there’s great information here, there are 
also parts that will turn your stomach.

Still, Rabid is lively, often borders on 
amusing, and is otherwise enjoyable, de-
spite truly cringe-worthy parts. If you’re 
feeling brave and want to read something 
unusual, it’s a book to steal away with.

  

Terri Schlichenmeyer. Terri is a professional 
book reviewer who has been reading since she 
was 3 years old and she never goes anywhere 
without a book. 

The Literary Examiner
By TERRI SCHLICHENMEyER
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ICD-10 Challenges
Cardiologist/software developer discusses controversy surrounding ICD-10, 11 adoptions 

Jon Elion

By lynne Jeter
 
With the medical community relieved 

that HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius’ 
proposed rule to delay the compliance 
date for ICD-10 from Oct. 1, 2013, to 
Oct. 1, 2014, the inevitable changeover 
will occur – and needs to happen, said 
longtime cardiologist Jon Elion, CEO of 
ChartWise Medical Sys-
tems, developer of CDI 
software with ICD-9 to 
ICD-10 conversion ca-
pabilities.

 “It’s time to change 
to ICD-10 because 
ICD-9 is very archaic,” 
said Elion, who earned 
a medical degree from 
Brown University, completed a residency 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, a 
cardiology fellowship at Duke, and spent 
six years at the University of Kentucky in 
Lexington before relocating to Rhode Is-
land. “For example, ICD-9 has pages and 
pages of diagnoses for tuberculosis, and 
only one diagnosis for HIV.” 

Elion pointed out that ICD-9 was 
released in 1993, and ICD-9-CM (clini-
cal modification) was released a few years 
later. 

“Few people understand that ICD-10 

– the mortality reporting version; not the 
CM version – has been used in the United 
States since 1999,” he said. “Now we need 
ICD-10-CM to code at hospitals.”

Many industry watchers have won-
dered if it might be better to skip directly 
from ICD-9 to ICD-11, which is in the 
works.

“We’re fighting about whether to 
go to ICD-10-CM in the United States,” 
noted Elion. “It took a very long time – 
about 10 years – to develop the CM ver-
sion because of some folks’ emotions and 
arguments, and frankly, misunderstand-
ings. Technology development wasn’t a 
problem; it was politics and getting stub-
born people to agree on the CM version. 
People say, well, it’ll take 10 years to de-
velop the CM version of ICD-11. That 
speculation isn’t fair or accurate. Getting 
the ICD-11-CM version won’t take that 
long, nor will it be instantaneous.”

Elion called ICD-11 “wonderful.”
“I was so excited when I read it,” he 

said. “As a clinician, this is the way I prac-
tice medicine. It makes wonderful clinical 
sense because doctors worked on ICD-
11, not just coding people and computer 
geeks and administrators.”

Elion emphasized there are “a couple 
of big howevers.”

“ICD-11 is many years away from its 

initial release,” he said. “Optimistically, 
I’d say 2015. More realistically, it’ll be a 
few years after that. It’s not going to take 
ICD-11 ten years to produce the CM ver-
sion because ICD-11 is already very clini-
cal.”

Elion emphasized a different wrinkle 
with ICD-11 that’s extremely important, 
and so far, unnoticed.

“When we came up with ICD-9, 
computers were in their infancy,” said 

Elion. “Very elemental programs were 
used. Several years ago, we were able to 
apply modern software technology and 
write our system so that it doesn’t mat-
ter if we’re using ICD-9, 10 or 11. Our 
software is ready for practices to plug in 
whichever coding system you want to 
use. For example, if you take it to Ger-
many and plug it into their unique coding 
system, that’s fine. It’s possible to write 
computer software if you know what to 
anticipate coming down the road.”

The cost of transitioning from ICD-9 
to ICD-10 has been a major concern to 
healthcare providers. In a letter dated 
May 16 to Marilyn Tavenner, acting ad-
ministrator of the Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services (CMS), MGMA sub-
mitted comments on the proposed rule 
delaying the ICD-10 mandate for a year 
and implementing the use of a Health Plan 
Identifier. According to a 2008 assessment 
by MGMA and 11 other healthcare orga-
nizations concerning the financial impact 
the ICD-10 rule will have on providers, a 
small practice comprised of three physi-
cians will pay $83,290; a large group of 
100 physicians will pay nearly $3 million. 
The cost impact of the ICD-10 mandate 
in six key practice management areas: 
staff education and training, business 

The World Health 
Organization (WHO) released 
International Statistical 
Classification of Diseases (ICD) 
and Related Problems as a way of 
tracking mortality statistics. 

The National Center f or 
Health Statistics (NCHS), the 
federal agency responsible for 
use of the ICD and Related 
Health Problems, 10th revision 
(ICD-10) in the United States, has 
developed a clinical modification 
of the classification for morbidity 
purposes.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 22)
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practice analysis, changes to “superbills,” 
IT system changes, increased documenta-
tion costs, and cash flow disruption. 

“Let’s remind ourselves of the costs 
estimated and incurred for Y2K; no one 
could ever prove the costs claimed,” said 
Elion, adding that when ICD-10 is ref-
erenced today, it’s actually ICD-10-CM. 
“A few years ago, I read somewhere that 
implementation of ICD-10 would cost the 
U.S. $14 billion. As far as I could tell, it 
was plucked out of thin air. If we’re talking 
about a physician’s outpatient practice v. 
a hospital, does he have personnel doing 
coding? Or does he use an outside com-
pany? I have a jaded eye to any of these 
estimates.”

Elion said it’s not clear the financial 
impact ICD-10 conversion will have on 
hospitals. “Sometimes, hospitals have very 
old software and they’re happy to keep it, 
but suddenly you find the software com-
pany is out of business or not supporting 
the conversion to ICD-10 and you have to 
buy brand new software,” he explained. 
“Also, what if you’re a doctor in a practice 
and you have electronic medical record 
software for office, and it’s running ICD-9, 

but the company doesn’t have an ICD-10 
extension, or they’re going to charge sev-
eral thousand dollars to convert to ICD-
10, and you have to chunk it and go with 
another vendor? These are the costs that 
hospitals and physician practices need to 
study.”

Even though hospitals have been re-
viewing ICD-10 conversion for quite some 
time, recent statistics show sixty-some-
thing percent of hospitals believe they’re 
ICD-10 ready –  a depressingly low num-
ber, said Elion.  

“There’s a lesson to be learned for the 
medical software industry not to repeat 
the mistakes of ICD-9 software,” he said. 
“When writing ICD-10, be aware that 
ICD-11 is coming.”

Parenthetically, some physicians have 
misunderstood the American Medical As-
sociation’s stance on the looming conver-
sion, Elion pointed out.

“People hear sound bites or read 
headlines saying they want to jump from 
ICD-9 to ICD-11,” he said. “What they’re 
saying instead is, ‘let’s study this. Are we 
going to be in a situation where we’ll go to 
ICD-10 and six months later, go to ICD-

11?’ I’ll bet they’re going to find ICD-11 
is sufficiently far enough ahead that it’s 
prudent to implement ICD-10.”

Studying the issue is very wise, noted 
Elion.

“I hope they get some computer-
savvy medical people and some medical-
savvy computer people together to put out 
a recommendation to vendors to be savvy 
about ICD-11, and make sure the soft-
ware will make that transition more grace-
fully than  it is from ICD-9 to ICD-10.” 

As a cautionary note, Elion advises prac-
tice managers and physicians to be aware 
of mixed expressions – “ICD-10 ready” 
or “ICD-compatible” – that make it con-
fusing to understand the nuts and bolts of 
upgrading to ICD-10. 

“We built our software from the first 
day that’s not only ready for ICD-10, but 
also the coding system du jour,” he said. 
“It’s a more modern approach to software. 
I’m hopeful companies will take a more 
modern view to help design things better.”

ICD-10 Challenges, continued from page 21

probably about 15 similar knee rigs, each 
custom-built, in laboratories worldwide. 
Generically, they are called “Oxford” rigs, 
because the developer of the first such de-
vice was with the University of Oxford. A 
motor at the top of the device creates the 
loading pressure that quadriceps demand 
when someone stands up – about 1,000 
pounds of force. Also, the device features 
an array of instrumentation to measure 
forces and stresses.

Cadaver specimens may be mounted 
on the rig, offering the ability to simulate 
lower-extremity pressures on human bone 
and tissue. Clemson works with the Green-
ville Hospital System and its institutional 
review board to obtain cadaver knees from 
tissue banks nationwide. DesJardins’ labo-
ratory partners with regional surgeons, 
who conduct a surgical procedure on a 
cadaver knee just as they would on a live 
patient. Then the altered knee is loaded 
into the Oxford device. “Thus we see how 
different variations in the surgeons’ tech-
nique might affect the results, and we can 
quantify that for them,” he said.

DesJardins said another study is now 
using the rig to study the patella.

The Clemson lab offers surgeons a va-
riety of opportunities. In fact, DesJardins 
described his lab as being “on the front 
lines” when it comes to orthopaedic-sur-
gery improvements. “We work on devices 

that are actively being used, so we can offer 
an opinion on their use directly,” he said. 
“When we tell a surgeon to use four screws 
instead of three screws, the very next day, 
they go in and do it.”

His laboratory also works in the area 
of gait analysis, measuring how stride and 
accidents that damage the legs, such as a 
tear of the anterior cruciate ligament, can 
affect a person’s motion. 

DesJardins lab is also one of the na-
tion’s largest repositories of post-use total 
joint replacements. “We’re very interested 
to look at that old implant, because we can 
maybe figure out what went wrong and 
how the implant performed in the body,” 
he said. The research involves both physi-
cians and medical-device manufacturers.

New Clemson, continued from page 8

implemented and approved by the Federal 
government, could impact the reimburse-
ment—positively or negatively—to which 
Alabama hospitals have historically been 
entitled. It is impossible to identify at this 
juncture what the impact would be as no 
new plans for a restructuring of the Ala-
bama Medicaid system have been promul-
gated or presented to CMS for review and 
approval.

It is time for individual Alabama hos-
pitals to gear up their respective strategic 
planning offices in order to determine 
whether their patient populations and, as 
a result, the anticipated income streams 
afforded these hospitals would be benefit-
ted or harmed by the Medicaid expansion.  
This calculation will be difficult and will, 
for those entities currently enjoying extra 
reimbursement by virtue of DSH status, be 
complicated. When the objective data for 
Alabama hospitals can be aggregated, then 
it will be time for legislative and executive 
activity in the crucial decision whether to 
adopt or not the Medicaid expansions con-
tained in the Act or, alternatively, to seek a 
Medicaid waiver fine-tuned for the needs 
of Alabama’s citizenry and health care in-
stitutions.  

Dan Silverboard and Alan Windham 
are health care attorneys with Balch & 
Bingham, LLP.  Dan may be reached at 
404-962-3586. Alan may be reached in 
601-965-8178.

Opting Out of  
Medicaid, 
continued from page 9
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is pleased to announce 
Brian Brunson, M.D. 

has joined their practice.

205-663-1023
Now Accepting Appointments

Dr. Brian Brunson specializes in Endoscopic Ultrasound and is offering 
this service, as well as other gastroenterology services, at St. Vincent’s 
East, Brookwood Medical Center, and Shelby Baptist Medical Center.

By Cindy SanderS

There is a healthcare workforce move-
ment afoot, and it’s gathering momentum.

In June, the United States Health 
Resources and Services Administration 
(HRSA) announced the intention to create 
the Center for Interprofessional Education 
and Collaborative Practice. Within a week, 
four leading foundations focused on health, 
health professions education, and patient 
care had promised both moral and finan-
cial support.

The Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, 
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
(RWJF), the Gordon and Betty Moore 
Foundation, and The John A. Hartford 
Foundation collectively pledged up to $8.6 
million in grants over five years to support 
such a center, which will serve as a resource 
to accelerate teamwork and collaboration 
among health professionals and patients. 
Additionally, the center will focus on edu-
cational practices for the health professions 
and look to break down the traditional silos 
to create a more collaborative approach to 
care delivery.

Janet Heinrich, DrPH, RN, FAAN, 
the associate administrator for HRSA’s 
Bureau of Health Professions, noted of her 
division, “We are the lead 
part of the agency that 
focuses on a well-trained 
adequate workforce, es-
pecially primary care 
providers.”

In that role, she con-
tinued, the Bureau of 
Health Professions is tack-
ling a number of health 
workforce challenges including curriculum 
development, faculty development and the 
expansion of the primary care workforce to 
meet the coming challenges inherent in an 

aging population and expanding rosters in 
the wake of the Affordable Care Act. 

There has been a growing interest in 
interprofessional activities with a number of 
medical, nursing, public health, dentistry, 
pharmacy and other health profession 
schools forging collaborative partnerships. 
The growing movement gained traction 
last year when HRSA convened a meet-
ing of experts, including representatives 
from the Macy Foundation, RWJF, and 
the American Board of Internal Medicine 
Foundation to work with a broad array of 
health professions groups to promote a set 
of educational core competencies devel-
oped by the Interprofessional Education 
Collaborative (IPEC).  

“The Robert Wood Johnson Foun-
dation has been interested in really trying 
to help health professions work better to-
gether,” said Maryjoan D. Ladden, PhD, 
RN, FAAN, senior pro-
gram officer for RWJF’s 
Human Capital Portfolio. 
She added that in the last 
12-18 months, RWJF has 
been working closely with 
other funding organiza-
tions to move the IPEC 
agenda forward. 

Although impressed 
with IPEC’s presentation at the February 
2011 meeting, Ladden pointed out the next 
question was how to institutionalize those 
ideas. “It’s one thing to write a report but 
another to get the competencies embedded 
into education and practice,” she noted.

After many meetings and discus-
sions, a consensus was reached that a “go 
to” national center was needed to provide 
leadership and coordination in expanding 
interprofessional education and practice 
collaboration. “The notion being,” said 
Heinrich, “when you work in teams, you 

improve efficiency, improve quality and 
decrease cost.”

To that end, a funding opportunity 
announcement was made on July 20 to de-
termine where the center would be housed 
and who would direct it. Applications were 
sent for competitive review in mid-August, 
and an announcement regarding the site of 
the new center is expected by the end of 
September.

The hopes for the new center include:
• Developing, managing and evaluat-

ing programs to enhance interprofessional 
collaboration in education and practice to 
provide health professionals with the com-
petencies they need to effectively deliver 
care as part of a team;

• Engaging leaders in education, prac-
tice and policy communities;

• Contributing to the research and dis-
semination of best practices and evaluation 
parameters to ensure the most effective in-
novations are utilized;

• Connecting innovators and encour-
aging partnerships; and 

• Developing successful funding 
streams to ensure sustainability.

“Our hope is this coordinating center 
will provide the infrastructure for collect-
ing the information on best practices in the 
classroom, as well as the practice setting,” 
Heinrich said. 

Ladden noted the United States could 
learn from other countries including Can-
ada, the United Kingdom, Australia and 
Sweden, which have integrated collabora-
tion into their basic healthcare education 
for a number of years. “We have to look to 
international models to learn what it takes 
and how to do it better,” she said, adding 
the Institute of Medicine has a new com-
mittee on global healthcare education to 
study effective international models of care.

As crucial as the health profession edu-

cation component is, those behind the cen-
ter said it requires more than just training 
the next generation of providers to think 
collaboratively. The broader concepts must 
also work their way into today’s practice 
setting. Heinrich said she envisions con-
vening groups of thought leaders to iden-
tify best practices and conduct trainings at 
a variety of levels. Equally important, she 
continued, would be a research component 
and a strong evaluation process to ensure 
evidence supports concepts.

Ladden said, to borrow an old phrase, 
that it truly does take a village to deliver 
effective healthcare today. “If you’re a pa-
tient … or you’re a healthcare provider … 
or you’re a caregiver, you know healthcare 
is incredibly complex.” 

In the face of a patient population 
that is older, sicker and coping with more 
chronic diseases and comorbid conditions, 
she continued, “No one type of provider 
and no one provider can do it alone any-
more.” She added, “You want to be able 
to be sure patients and families get the best 
care when and where they need it by the 
people who are best equipped to give them 
the best care.” To do that Ladden con-
tinued, “You need a group of healthcare 
providers who really work collaboratively 
because no one person has all of the knowl-
edge and skills and competencies.”

Ultimately, Heinrich concluded, “I 
don’t think we can do too much to help 
people affiliated with our academic medical 
centers understand how important it is to 
begin rethinking how we educate and col-
laborate if we’re gong to make our delivery 
systems for healthcare be as efficient as they 
need to be as access expands for both pre-
ventive and curative healthcare.” 

“The center comes at a really key time 
for healthcare,” Ladden added. “It’s a re-
ally exciting time because of the work we’re 
doing in primary care to look at how to use 
the workforce more creatively to improve ac-
cess and quality and control cost and to help 
them understand how to work together.”

The Push for Collaborative, 
Interprofessional Education & Practice

Dr. Janet 
Heinrich

Dr. Maryjoan 
D. Ladden

Defining 
Interprofessional

In 2010, the World 
Health Organization defined 
interprofessional education and 
collaborative practice as follows:

• Interprofessional 
Education: When students from 
two or more professions learn 
about, from and with each other 
to enable effective collaboration 
and improve health outcomes.

• Interprofessional 
Collaborative Practice: 
When multiple health workers 
from different professional 
backgrounds work together 
with patients, families, careers 
and communities to deliver the 
highest quality of care.
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Surgeons at Medical West Hospital have adopted a new technology for surgical 
procedures and reconstructions called the SPY Elite™ System by Life Cell. In 
real time, the SPY Elite™ System enhances intraoperative visualization of tissue 
perfusion, or the amount of blood that a tissue receives. This is critical in 
assessing the body’s ability to heal and to reduce complications after surgery.

Surgeons at Medical West are using the advanced and innovative technology for 
various procedures including skin flaps, hernia repair, colon resections, and breast 
reconstruction.

MEDICAL WEST FIRST IN ALABAMA 
TO ADOPT NEW SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY

ExtendinGthe boundaries of the surgeon’s eye

SPY Elite™ System ONLY at Medical West

For more information, log onto medicalwesthospital.org or call 996-WEST for Physician Referral. 

“ Dr. John Issis, General Surgeon at Medical West

Dr. John Issis, Dr. Frank Roberts and 
Dr. Justin Moellinger

General Surgeon at Medical West

“

The surgical outcome improvements 
we have seen are amazing.

By Cindy SanderS

After concentrated efforts by the 
American Medical Association to address 
the number of medical claims paid in-
correctly, the organization’s fifth annual 
National Health Insurance Report Card 
(NHIRC) showed error rates for private 
payers dropped from 19.3 percent to 9.5 
percent over the past year.

“The AMA has been working con-
structively with insurers, and we are 
encouraged by their response to our con-
cerns regarding errors, inefficiency and 
waste that take a heavy toll on patients 
and physicians,” said 
Robert M. Wah, MD, 
immediate past chair 
of the AMA Board of 
Trustees. 

For the second year 
in a row, UnitedHealth-
care (UHC) led the way 
among the seven large 
commercial health in-
surance carriers with an accuracy rating 
of 98.3 percent. Aetna at 95.39 percent, 
Cigna at 90.62, Regence at 89.02, An-
them BlueCross BlueShield (BCBS) at 
88.59, Health Care Service Corporation 
(HCSC) at 87.57, and Humana at 87.36 
followed UHC. Public payer Medicare 

had a claims accuracy rating of 99.48 
percent. Anthem BCBS made the biggest 
gain since the previous report card, im-
proving more than 27 percentage points 
from last year’s accuracy rate of 61 per-
cent.

Other positives include improved 
timeliness with private insurers’ response 
times to medical claims improving by 17 
percent since the first NHIRC in 2008. 
HSCS and Humana had the quickest 
median response time of six days, and 
Humana had the slowest with a median 
response of 14 days. The AMA found the 
transparency of rules used to edit medical 
claims has also improved by 33 percent 
since 2008.

Wah said casting a bright light on an 
issue brings a problem into focus and en-
courages those involved to work toward 
solutions. As for the specific mechanism, 
he said report cards are meant to assess 
progress and motivate change. “Just like 
any report card, we’re seeing a desired 
benefit,” he noted of these latest figures. 

That said, Wah added there is still 
significant room for improvement. “One 
out of 10 claims is still being mishandled,” 
he pointed out. “Imagine if you got your 
credit card bill and one out of 10 charges 
was wrong. People would go crazy.”

Another negative trend is that medi-

cal claim denials are on the rise for the 
first time in several years. The denial rate 
by private health insurers increased from 
2.1 percent last year to 3.48 percent in 
2012, which is a 69 percent jump. Hu-
mana was the only private insurer that 
didn’t increase denials between the two 
years. For 2012, Anthem BCBS had the 
highest denial rate at 5.07 percent. Four 
commercial insurers had denial rates 
under 2 percent — Regence, 1.38 per-
cent; Cigna, 1.39 percent; UHC, 1.71 
percent; and Humana at 1.97 percent. 

With the error rate cut in half, the 
AMA estimated the improvement re-
sulted in $8 billion in health system 
savings by reducing unnecessary adminis-
trative work to reconcile errors. However, 
the AMA estimates an additional $7 bil-
lion could be saved if insurers addressed 
the remaining error rate and consistently 
paid claims correctly. 

The national organization also stated 
some of the savings generated through 
improved insurer accuracy were partially 
offset by a rise in managed care policies 
requiring prior authorizations. This year, 
4.7 percent of all claims required prior 
authorization from a commercial health 
insurer, a 23 percent increase over 2011. 
Private payer Regence, along with Medi-
care, had prior authorization frequency 

rates of less than 1 percent. On the other 
end of the spectrum, Humana’s rate was 
almost 14 percent. The AMA estimates 
prior authorization policies will add up 
to $728 million in administrative costs in 
2012. 

Wah said the provider community’s 
concerns aren’t limited to the financial 
impact on a practice or health system 
but also extend to the impact on pa-
tients. “We’re very concerned about the 
effect on patients’ credit reports with the 
mishandling of claims.” He noted the 
AMA is supportive of the Medical Debt 
Responsibility Act of 2012, which would 
require consumer credit reports to erase 
a bad credit note pertaining to medical 
bills within 45 days of the bill being fully 
paid or settled.

Ultimately, said Wah, “Our goal is 
to have real time explanation of benefits.” 
He added the AMA believes the technol-
ogy exists to immediately provide hard 
figures regarding what a plan covers and 
what would be the patient’s responsibility 
at the time of service.

A reproductive endocrinologist, Wah 
continued, “My perspective as a physician 
is I want to spend more time taking care 
of my patients and less time on paper-
work.” He noted the report card is one 

Dr. Robert M. 
Wah

‘A’ for Effort … But Still Needs Improvement
AMA‘s latest insurance report card shows progress, continuing problems

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 30)
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Is your practice taking 
                        Unnecessary Risks?
   A routine Security Risk Assessment 
              is the only way to know.
 It is also the law.

We can handle your IT Risk Assessment, 
working with you or your current IT vendor. 

However, an IT Risk Assessment alone 
will not satisfy HIPAA or HITECH 
unless it is part of a comprehensive 
compliance, risk and readiness program 
that is documented, implemented and 
monitored.

We offer a Quick Start program designed 
to get a practice’s risk management efforts 
from “zero to sixty” quickly and affordably.

The program introduces the practice to 
the fundamentals of risk management, 
focusing on organizing, conducting 
and documenting internal audits in 
preparation for the real thing.  

It includes on site training and access 
audit control tools and a library of security 
polices and procedures that are yours 
to customize and include in your current 
documentation.

500 Beacon Parkway West  
Birmingham, AL  35209

www.ntgrated.com  
205-314-3444  

sales@ntgrated.com

By lynne Jeter

NASHVILLE—Diana 
Reed, MD, found herself 
with time on her hands 
after becoming disabled 
from doing clinical 
work in 2004. Even 
though she returned 
to the medical field, 
Reed ultimately re-
tired from medicine 
when additional 
rehabilitation sur-
geries were un-
successful. 

With her 
three children 
grown, Reed 
whipped out a laptop and 
started writing candidly – and beauti-
fully from the heart – about the experi-
ences that shaped her career and early 
retirement. 

“At the peak of my clinical career, 
I became disabled,” said Reed, 55, not-
ing, “With a wide range of experience in 
medicine and in life’s challenges, I felt that 
I had something to contribute to health-
care literature, especially in light of the 
changes coming as a result of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act in 

2010.” After a beat, she adds: “In a way, 
I’m thankful these terrible physical 

problems happened to me 
because it gave me 
the opportunity to 

take the time to 
write for my fellow 

colleagues because 
they can’t be activ-

ists while working 80 
hours a week. They’re 

just keeping their heads 
above water. Most people 

have no idea how tough it 
is to be a doctor in this day 

and age. They think doctors 
live this life of luxury and ev-

erything’s great, with no idea 
of the sacrifices doctors make, 

how they can’t be with their 
family when the ER calls at 2 

a.m.”
The Other End of the Stethoscope: The 

Physicians’ Perspective on the Health Care Crisis 
(Author House, 2012) is in the same vein 
in a small but significant way of famed 
author Scott Turow’s One L: The Turbu-
lent True Story of a First Year at Harvard Law 
School (Penguin, 1975).  

“The greatest challenge writing the 
book was seeing it through and believ-
ing that it would matter, that somebody 

would want to read it and do something 
with it,” she said. “I had the option to pub-
lish it with Rutgers University Press, but 
they wanted a longer body of work, with 
more embellishment. I thought it was bet-
ter to keep it short and sweet for readers, 
including fellow doctors, and I wanted to 
include a lot of up to date information. It’s 
important to pay attention to why we’re 
losing doctors to early retirement, or quit-
ting mid-career.”

Reed’s youth doesn’t read as a blue-
print for advocacy in leadership. As a teen, 
she admittedly was “such a bad student 
and always in trouble” that she dropped 
out of public high school, attending in-
stead a “free school,” Skunk Hollow High. 
“In fact, no one would’ve pegged me as a 
future neurologist, yet from these nontra-
ditional roots, I stumbled into this noble 
profession.”

After college, Reed was accepted into 
medical school on the second try.

“The first rejection was a big blow, 
and I realized how poorly prepared I 
was,” she said. “I knew so very little about 
what being a doctor was really like.”

During her gynecology rotation at the 
University of California-Irvine School of 
Medicine, Reed saw a patient die for the 
first time. “(The patient) was very old and 
had suffered with ovarian cancer,” she re-

called. “I observed as my senior resident 
came into the room and spoke with the 
family. The family members shed many 
tears, and I was crying too, even though 
I didn’t know this patient. It was the first 
time I’d been so close to death since the 
death of my father years before. My resi-
dent wasn’t crying, however, and I won-
dered at the time how she maintained her 
composure. After we left the room, she 
kindly took me aside and assured me that 
these situations would get easier in the fu-
ture. I prayed that she was right.”

Reed experienced pregnancies with 
some complications during medical school 
and admits she made “a poor patient.”

“I read about … everything,” she re-
called. “I questioned everything my doctor 
told me and wondered if he knew what he 
was talking about. I must’ve been a real 
pain in the neck.”

After completing a neurology resi-
dency at the University of California-San 
Diego, Reed’s career spanned from a solo 
private practitioner to assistant professor 
of neurology. After the failed back surger-
ies, she found work doing radiology man-
aged care, as a medical director.

“I’d really gotten burned out with 
the difficulties of private practice,” she ex-
plained. “It was getting impossible to pay 

The Other End of  the Stethoscope
Disabled MD pens book about medical career from doctor and patient perspectives

The OTher end Of The STeThOScOpe
diana reed M.d.

My mission is to convey the importance for 

all people to pay attention to the medical 

profession, to understand their physicians’ 

struggles and rewards, and to assist in 

salvaging the relationship that is suffering 

between doctor and patient. i hope this book 

helps to promote better communication 

and transparency in the medical field. My 

advice to those of you considering a career 

in medicine or surgery; Go into it with open 

eyes and open hearts. for the rest of you, 

humanity, please remember that physicians 

too are only human.
While there is promise of improving access to 

health care for patients, the burdens placed 

on physicians and their attitudes toward this 

legislation needs to be expressed. We need to 

understand the issues from the physicians’ 

perspective, from the other end of the 

stethoscope. 

do you think physicians have it made? When 

you get sick and need a doctor in the middle 

of the night, do you take for granted that 

doctors will always be available to care for 

you? Most people are aware that there is a 

health care crisis in america, however few 

have examined the crisis from a physician’s 

point of view. There has been a huge 

dropout of physicians in private practice, 

many seeking alternative careers due to 

rising job dissatisfaction. in this book, i hope 

to enlighten readers about the physician’s 

life, and how the current medical climate has 

affected everything we do, every decision we 

make and our career satisfaction. The deterioration 

of the doctor-patient relationship has gotten worse 

and worse, fraught with mistrust from both ends of 

the stethoscope. if we are to turn the current situation 

around, we must understand the issues.
My purpose in writing this book is to inform and 

educate people about the life of a doctor, the 

rigorous training involved, the daily routine 

of medical practice and the difficulties of 

reconciling the business of medicine with 

our ultimate goal of healing. My emphasis 

is on how the health care and malpractice 

crises affect physicians, and on how the 

doctor-patient relationship has suffered. 

initial responses of physicians are reported  to 

the passage of the new health care plan. Suggestions 

for solutions to the continuing problems facing doctors 

in this country are presented.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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There are better ways to manage your 
practice and still enjoy your life...

We can help.
When you choose Warren Averett as your trusted 
accountants and advisors, you’ll have more time 
to spend enjoying the life you’ve worked so hard 
to build. Our comprehensive services and the 
relationships we build with our clients have become 
well known in the industry.

We stand ready to assist healthcare businesses 
ranging in size from new start-up practices to long-
established regional, national and international 
companies. Call one of our healthcare professionals 
today at 205.979.4100 and get ready to enjoy more 
of your life!

www.warrenaverett.com/healthcare

CPAs and
Consultants

Warren Averett Kimbrough & Marino Division

By Byron harriSon

I hate technology! Why do we have to 
use this? I want to go back to the old way!

I have heard these comments time 
and time again in my position as an IT 
Consultant. Individuals and businesses as 
a whole have historically seen technology 
as a necessary evil; something that cuts 
into their profits and does not help their 
business perform any better. Further, 
and especially in the accounting, legal, 
and medical industries, the government 
is pushing technology down the throat 
of companies whether they want it or 
not. Needless to say, perception of tech-
nology is oftentimes poor.

And who can really argue this 
point? For such a long time information 
technology was limited to either that 
which was forced on you in your work-
place or that expensive new home theater 
system with a 200 button remote that no 
one seemed to know how to use. But the 
good news is that it was just that, percep-
tion, and not necessarily the technology 
itself. In fact the technologies were and 
are quite remarkable but the negative con-
notations including cost, poor implemen-
tation, lack of training and complexity all 
led to negative perceptions.

All that said, over the past 2-3 
years there has been an active shift in 
the perceptions of technology. It is my 

opinion that this is a result of extreme 
popularization of consumer technologies 
that are actively making peoples’ lives bet-
ter. Technologies like Skype, iPads, Netf-
lix, GPS, and SmartPhones, just to name 
a few, are changing perceptions. It’s no se-
cret that these technologies are older than 
2-3 years, but what has changed during 
this recent period is the simplicity of these 
technologies and the fact that “they just 
work.” As proof in point, my grandmother 
of 87 years asked me what my “Skype 

name” was last week.  That hit home.
As a result of consumer grade tech-

nology drastically improving in capabil-
ity and simplicity, and people actively 
seeing it as a way to improve their lives, 
positive perceptions are spilling over into 
the workplace. Instead of me, the IT con-
sultant, showing a doctor how an EMR 
feature can improve their patient flow, I 
have doctors coming to me with ideas on 
how a tablet device they saw on the news 
last night might fit into their practice. This 
is great news and has positively impacted 
countless businesses as they begin to em-
brace technology.

And while this effect has also im-
proved my quality of life as an IT con-
sultant, it does present an unwanted 
spillover. The “it just works” factor does 
not simply apply to business class tech-
nologies like it does for consumer grade 
devices. While consumer grade technolo-
gies are largely self-contained, the business 
class technologies have an incredible num-
ber if pieces that must perform flawlessly 
for the “it just works” factor. For exam-
ple, video chatting with Skype really just 
needs some battery life, a working iPad 
and a connection to the internet. Not too 
much can go wrong. However take that 
iPad to your medical practice for use with 
an EMR and it needs an application to 
connect to the EMR, a strong and secure 
wireless infrastructure, high performing 

EMR server(s) that are redundant and 
backed up regularly and the list goes on 
and on. If any of these pieces are missing 
then failure results and perceptions are ru-
ined once again.

So while there is a significant im-
provement in the perception of technol-
ogy, there is a disconnect with respect to 
the perception of the management, plan-
ning, and implementation of that technol-
ogy in the workplace. Navigation of this 
terrain gets difficult. The “Nerd Herd” 
can rarely solve business infrastructure 
needs or achieve the “it just works” fac-
tor as they can with consumer grade tech-
nologies.

In summary, as you continue to im-
prove your business and make those criti-
cal decisions, ask yourself if you have used 
the following comments in the past 12 
months:  I hate technology.  Why do we 
have to use this? If you have, then an op-
portunity exists to leverage technology in 
a more cost effective, efficient, and “it just 
works” way. Just remember, in order for 
technology to be an enabler in your busi-
ness, managing that technology and the 
accompanying perception is key. 

Byron Harrison is a consultant with Jackson Thornton 
Technologies.

Editors Note: This article first appeared 
in the Birmingham Medical News blog in July 
2012.

Technology Terror: It Never “Just Works”

© fotodesign-jegg.de - fotolia.com
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WE KNOW GOOD MEDICINE WHEN WE SEE IT, 
AND WE’RE DETERMINED TO DEFEND IT.

MagMutual’s Claims Committees consist of 
physicians just like you. They review cases with the 

same care they’d wish for their own. We hire the top 
local attorneys who are guided by our local expert 

claims specialists. And we won’t settle a claim 
without your consent. What else would you expect 

of a physician-owned, physician-led company?

Good medicine 
deserves the best 
defense.

To learn how MagMutual defends physicians, call 

1-888-642-3076 or visit MagMutual.com

Insurance products and services are issued and underwritten by 
MAG Mutual Insurance Company and its affiliates.

about the special needs of 
young breast cancer survi-
vors, and

Extend outreach 
through the development 
of a website of the Young 
Breast Cancer Survivor-
ship Network. 

As a partner with 
other health providers and 
organizations who care for 
and about young breast 
cancer survivors, the role of 
the YBCSN is to highlight 
and integrate the needs 
of these young survivors 
within these organizations, 
and to identify the services 
they offer, such as direct 
care, supportive care, 
complementary therapy, 
education support, child 
counseling, and financial 
help, among others. The 
program provides support survivors and 
children or family members of survivors 
through a partnership with Oasis Coun-
seling for Women and Children.

“In the future, our plan is to provide 
a web-based program, which will allow 
for greater flexibility for young women 
with busy schedules. We hope to integrate 
program, network and direct services to 

and for young breast cancer survivors,” 
Camata says. “The ultimate goal of the 
Young Breast Cancer Survivorship Net-
work initiative in the School of Nursing is 
to improve quality of life for women who 
are young breast cancer survivors as well 
as for their loved ones through education, 
support and networking.”

Grants Support New Initiative to 
Help Breast Cancer Survivors,
continued from page 18

A patient receives a mammogram in the Princeton Breast Care Center.

staff with rising overhead and declining 
reimbursements. I joined a large multi-
specialty group, but the politics and per-
sonalities were problematic.”

Reed also faced astronomical medi-
cal malpractice insurance premiums 
while practicing in Florida. She returned 
to Tennessee before Florida lawmakers 
passed significant tort reform. “I’d been 
practicing in Jacksonville Beach and Pen-
sacola, and left when med mal went from 
$5,000 to $35,000 for one-quarter of the 
coverage I needed,” she said. 

Before she was permanently disabled, 
Reed worked as a board-certified neurolo-
gist in five states. She was initially injured 
on the job while working at Vanderbilt 
University, testing the strength of the leg 
of a patient who had experienced a trau-
matic brain injury. “He kicked back with 
his leg so hard and fast that he caught me 
off guard and off balance,” she recalled. “I 
felt the characteristic pop of a ruptured disc 
and developed severe pain in my back.”

Reed then had an unsettling dose of 
reality as a patient. 

“I felt awkward sitting in the waiting 
room, MRI films in hand, filling out the 
reams of paperwork required,” she said. 
“As the doctor examined me, I worried 
that my feet smelled or that he thought I 
was fat.” When complications arose, she 
thought, “They’ve given up on me. If they 
treat me this way, and I’m a colleague, 

how do they treat their other patients?”
These days, Reed continues to flex 

her creative muscles, including penning 
poetry like “The Physician.” (See sidebar.) 
Earlier this year, she spoke for the Global 
Humanitarian Summit at Emory Univer-
sity. During the 2011 Occupy Nashville 
movement, she helped tend the ill.

Reed also stays busy with her children 
and their families. Reed’s daughter is a lin-
guist in the Air Force, serving in Afghani-
stan. Her son lives in Cookeville, Tenn., 
where he’s working on an engineering de-
gree from Tennessee Tech. Her stepson 
and his wife live in Lewisburg, Tenn.; he 
works in construction management. 

“Now, 60 percent of doctors don’t 
recommend a career in medicine to their 
kids,” noted Reed, grandmother of Logan, 
6. “I didn’t either, though medicine is still 
a very rewarding field, a noble profession. 
It’s hard to take away the joy you feel 
when you help patients get better, even 
with all the frustration, paperwork and dif-
ficulties. You have to go into it with open 
eyes and open hearts.”

Reed admitted the goal and message 
of her book is to stimulate dialogue on na-
tional healthcare.

“National healthcare can save Amer-
ica $400 billion,” she said, “which could 
go a long way toward solving the national 
debt. It is also the only truly compassion-
ate choice.” 

The Other End of  the Stethoscope,
continued from page 26
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Southern Diagnostic Laboratories 
is now 

part of the
Solstas Lab Partnerssm

network.

www.solstas.com

Our name is changing, yet our mission is the same. Together  
with Solstas Lab Partners, we will continue to provide outstanding lab  

service to physicians and patients of the Southeast. 

Your Full-Service Medical 
Linen Rental Company

Convenience - we keep your linen 
area clean and organized.
 
Storage is no longer a problem 
because you store one week’s 
worth of linen.
 
A variety of options including 
rentals, cleaning, or purchasing 
new.
 
All linens meet OSHA, ADEM and 
EPA requirements.
 
Lab coat specialists. All lab 
coats are treated in a specialized 
whitening solution, and then 
professionally fi nished. Broken 
buttons replaced free of charge, 
minor tears repaired.

•

•

•
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•

2616 31st Ave N
Birmingham, AL 35207                                   

205-380-5556    
medicallinenservice.com

MLS also offers scrubs and 
lab coats for purchase. Landau, 

Meta, White Swan, Fashion 
Seal and Quincy.

part of the much larger AMA ‘Heal the 
Claims’ campaign, which is focused on 
reducing administrative waste by taking 
the complexity out of the healthcare bill-
ing and payment system.

For example, he said, each insurer 
has a different set of complex rules in the 
current system of claims. “We’re pushing 
for a streamlined process and a single set 
of rules,” he continued, noting this would 
reduce ambiguity and increase transpar-
ency. Wah added that while negotiated 
rates and benefits could be expected to 
vary by plan, it shouldn’t be that difficult 
to establish a common set of rules govern-
ing the processing of claims. 

Taking a global view, Wah con-
cluded, “We believe the claims are a 
wound that needs to be healed. They are 
a wound bleeding money and resources. 
Every dollar that goes to paperwork 
doesn’t go to patient care.”

Findings from the 2012 report card 
are based on a random sampling of ap-
proximately 1.1 million electronic claims 
for approximately 1.9 million medical ser-
vices submitted in February and March 
2012 to the seven largest private insurers 
and Medicare. The claims were accumu-
lated from more than 380 physician prac-
tices in 79 specialties across 39 states.

‘A’ for Effort, 
continued from page 25

 To view the detailed 2012 
NHIRC, go to www.ama-assn.
org/go/reportcard.

UAB creates statewide 
network to expand health care 
in rural Alabama

UAB is launching an initiative to ex-
pand access to primary care in Alabama, 
using a $5.25-million grant from the fed-
eral Health Resources and Services Ad-
ministration to create an Area Health 
Education Center (AHEC) program that 
will work to recruit and support health-
care professionals in all 67 Alabama coun-
ties.

One analogy for AHEC is the agri-
culture extension office, with agents posted 
throughout the state. They don’t raise 
crops, but they do provide expertise, ad-
vice and resources to farmers. 

AHECs work in a similar fashion, 
providing services and programs for phy-
sicians and other health-care professionals 
working with rural populations. The Ala-
bama AHEC will work with UAB’s health-
profession schools and training programs 
to encourage graduates to consider careers 
in primary care in a rural area.

 The program will create five regional 
centers comprising all Alabama counties. 
Each AHEC will work to boost the num-
bers of practicing health-care profession-
als in its area and develop programs to 
overcome barriers to care in those target 
populations.

 The five regional centers will be lo-
cated at Alabama A&M University in 

Huntsville, Quality of Life Health Center 
in Gadsden, Maude Whately Health Cen-
ter in Greensboro, Central Alabama Vet-
eran’s Health Care System in Tuskegee 
and Jefferson Davis Community College 
in Brewton.

Crestwood CNO Receives 
Excellence in Leadership 
Award

Martha Walls, Chief Nursing Offi-
cer (CNO) of Crestwood Medical Center, 
has been honored with the Excellence in 
Leadership Award by Community Health 
Systems, a corporation with 134 hospitals . 
The Excellence in Leadership Award rec-
ognizes hospital leaders who have demon-
strated an ongoing commitment to quality 
healthcare and operational excellence.

Walls has been in nursing since 1975 
and at Crestwood since 1999, where she 
opened Crestwood Maternity Center, 
and was instrumental in the development 
of Crestwood’s Bariatric and Robotic-
Assisted Surgery programs, as well as in 
setting standards that contributed to hon-
ors that Crestwood’s Chest Pain Center, 
Stroke Center, and Hip & Knee surgical 
program have received.

She received the Nursing Lamp-
lighter Award from the Alabama League 
for Nursing in 2011 and the Women Hon-
oring Women Health & Human Services 
Award in 2004.

Hodge Joins Bradley Arant 
Health Care Practice 

Leigh Anne Hodge, previously a part-
ner with Balch & Bingham, is the 15th at-
torney to join the Health 
Care practice at Bradley 
Arant Boult Cummings in 
the past nine months.

Hodge counsels health 
care clients on a range of 
matters, including medi-
cal malpractice, ERISA 
litigation, class actions, dis-
putes between physicians and health care 
providers regarding reimbursement and 
quality of care issues, insurance disputes, 
arbitration, insurance fraud, any will-
ing provider laws, and constitutional and 
statutory challenges to legislation and reg-
ulation. She has considerable experience 
defending Medicare Advantage Plans in 
actions filed by beneficiaries alleging fraud 
by agents during the enrollment process.

A practicing nurse before attend-
ing law school, Hodge holds a J.D. from 
Cumberland School of Law and a B.S. 
from the University of Alabama. She is the 
Treasurer of the American Inns of Court 
in Birmingham; a member of the Health 
Law Section of the Alabama Bar; and a 
member of the Executive Committee of 
the Autism and Behavioral Health Center 
in Birmingham. She previously served as 
an adjunct professor of health law transac-
tions at Cumberland School of Law.

Leigh Anne 
Hodge

REPRINTS: Want a reprint of a 
Medical News article to frame? A PDF 
to enhance your marketing materials? 
Email subscribe@medicalnewsinc.com 
for information.
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St. Vincent’s St. Clair Opens Advanced Wound Center
St. Vincent’s St. Clair held a ribbon cutting ceremony in August for the new Ad-

vanced Wound Center, an outpatient program that focuses on chronic and non-healing 
wounds. Using advanced treatment modalities and a case management model, the staff 
works in partnership with physicians, nurses, and multiple medical disciplines to help 
patients improve the quality of their lives.

James West, MD, FACS is the Medical Director of the new center. West, a general 
surgeon, is certified in wound care. Phillip Hadley, Jr., is the program director for the 
center.

Renowned blood-cancer 
specialist joins UAB

Harry Erba, MD, PhD, has joined the 
UAB Division of Hematology and Oncol-
ogy as the new director of 
hematologic malignancies 
and a senior scientist in the 
UAB Comprehensive Can-
cer Center experimental 
therapeutics program.

Erba is highly re-
spected in the field of he-
matologic malignancies. 
He has served on the National Compre-
hensive Cancer Network Practice Guide-
lines committees for acute myeloid and 
chronic myeloid leukemias, myelodysplas-
tic syndromes and myeloid growth factors 
and was appointed to the NCCN Board of 
Producers in 2007 and 2008. He is an ex-
ecutive officer of SWOG, a leading cancer 
research network.

Erba has led numerous clinical tri-
als and played major roles in the devel-
opment of several new drugs. In addition 
to 47 peer-reviewed publications, he has 
authored five book chapters.

After attending Yale University, Erba 
received his medical and doctoral de-
grees from Stanford University and com-
pleted his internship and residency at the 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital at Har-
vard Medical School. Following a fellow-
ship in hematology/oncology, he joined 
the Harvard Medical School faculty for 
three years until he moved to the Univer-

sity of Michigan in Ann Arbor where he 
was an associate professor.

Erba was named University of Michi-
gan Teacher of the Year in the Division 
of Hematology/Oncology for four con-
secutive years. In 2004, he was given 
the Outstanding Clinician Award by the 
dean of the University of Michigan Medi-
cal School and earlier this year was made 
an inaugural member of the League of 
Clinical Excellence at the University of 
Michigan.

Townsend Joins Birmingham 
Heart

Jacob Townsend, MD  has joined 
Birmingham Heart Clinic.

Townsend completed his interven-
tional cardiology and gen-
eral cardiology fellowships 
at the Medical University 
of South Carolina. He 
studied internal medicine 
at UAB, where he also 
served as the Chief Medi-
cal Resident.

Townsend earned his 
medical degree at the Medical College 
of Georgia in Augusta, Georgia.  He re-
ceived his Bachelor of Science in Micro-
biology and Bachelor of Arts in Political 
Science from the University of Georgia in 
Athens, Georgia.  He is board certified in 
internal medicine, general cardiology, and 
interventional cardiology. 

Waldrop Joins Andrews 
Sports Medicine

Norman Waldrop, III, MD, who 
specializes in foot and ankle orthopaedic 
surgery, has joined An-
drews Sports Medicine 
and Orthopaedic Center. 
Waldrop works with sports 
injuries, arthroscopy, along 
with traumatic and post-
traumatic conditions of the 
foot and ankle.

Waldrop has pre-
sented research at the American Academy 
of Orthopaedic Surgeons, Orthopaedic 
Trauma Association, and the American 
Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society an-
nual national meetings.

Waldrop earned his Bachelor of Arts 
degree in Chemistry from the University 
of Virginia before earning his medical de-
gree from UAB. He then completed his 
residency in Orthopaedic Surgery at Car-
olinas Medical Center in Charlotte, North 
Carolina where he developed an interest 

for foot and ankle. Following residency, 
he completed a one-year fellowship in 
foot and ankle orthopaedic surgery at The 
Steadman Clinic in Vail, Colorado.

Cotter Earns Physician 
Executive MBA

Clement P. Cotter, Jr., MD, is a 
board certified plastic & reconstructive 
surgeon who serves as 
Chief of Surgery at Shelby 
Baptist Medical Center, 
has recently graduated 
from Auburn University’s 
Physician Executive MBA 
program.

Cotter also serves as 
a Trustee for the Baptist 
Health System where he chairs the Sys-
tem’s Quality and Mission Committee. 
He is a graduate of UAB School of Medi-
cine and has his undergraduate degree 
in chemistry and physical anthropology 
from the University of Alabama.
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Working behind the scenes or on the front line of health care delivery. Caring for the 
physical or mental health needs of service members, or those in a Third World country 
hit by catastrophe. Researching a better way of life or guarding against a threat to human 
health. It’s how thousands of people perform their Navy Health Care jobs each day.

More than 4,300 physicians, 1,200 dentists and 3,900 nurses provide world-class, hands-
on care. More than 2,600 administrative, research and clinical specialists offer vital 
support in labs and research facilities in the U.S. and around the world. No matter their 
roles or locations, all are doing what they love for the sake of country and common good.

If you pursue this profession, you will:
• Utilize the latest techniques and technology in state-of-the-art facilities
• Collaborate with skilled, dedicated colleagues using unrivaled resources 
• Have the opportunity to support medical relief and education efforts 
   around the globe
• Take on a leadership role among leaders, giving you unrivaled 
   management experience 

Few occupations will earn more trust and respect than those related to health care. And in 
the Navy, your nation’s admiration is a validation you’ll experience on a whole new level.

To get details about our programs including qualifications and benefits, 
Call.  800 469 6289
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Evan Ray Named President of 
Rural Hospital Operations for 
St. Vincent’s Health System

St. Vincent’s Health System has ap-
pointed Evan Ray, FACHE, as President 
and Chief Operating Offi-
cer of Rural Hospital Op-
erations.

Ray previously served 
as the COO of East Coo-
per Regional Medical Cen-
ter in Mt. Pleasant, South 
Carolina. His accomplish-
ments there included the 
completion of a $175 million replacement 
facility, the acquisition of outpatient im-
aging centers and a hyperbaric medicine 
facility. Prior to joining Cooper, he served 
as Vice President of Jennie Edmundson 
Hospital in Council Bluffs, Iowa and as 
Assistant Administrator for Shelby Baptist 
Medical Center in Alabaster.

He earned Masters’ Degrees in 
Health Administration and Business Ad-
ministration from UAB, and a Bachelor of 
Business Administration from Mississippi 
State University.

Ray has served as a board member 
with the Boys & Girls Clubs, as the United 
Way campaign committee chairman, a 
board member of the Wings of Hope, and 
a governing board member of the YMCA 
Birmingham

Baugh Joins Baptist Health
Zelia Baugh has been named Ex-

ecutive Director for Psychiatric Services 
for Baptist Health Sys-
tem (BHS). In this posi-
tion, Baugh will oversee 
all psychiatric services at 
the System’s four hospitals 
(Princeton, Shelby, Walker 
and Citizens Baptist Medi-
cal Centers).

Baugh joins BHS 
after serving as Commissioner of Mental 
Health for the State of Alabama since Jan-
uary 2011. She served on the Governor’s 
State Mental Health Board of Trustees 
from 2008-2012. Baugh holds a Bachelor 
of Arts Degree in Political Science and 
Sociology from Birmingham- Southern 
College and a Master of Social Work from 
The University of Alabama.

“I am proud to be a part of Baptist 
Health System and to be able to work 
within an organization committed to 
treating people with psychiatric illnesses,” 
Baugh said.

TeleRecovery Purchases 
MedConcepts

TeleRecovery Collection Services 
recently MedConcepts, LLC. MedCon-
cepts provides early out collection services 
for medical practices and small hospitals 
by working directly in the clients practice 
management system. The company con-
tacts past due patients on behalf of their 
clients through an out bound call center. 
In addition, the company can receive 
inbound collection and statement calls, 
provide skip trace and bad address correc-
tion, and mail multiple collection letters 
to patients. With the acquisition, TeleRe-
covery can offer a full range of collection 
service from the early out phrase, usually 
at 60 days, all the way through 3rd party 
service and legal filings.

Grand Rounds

Evan Ray

Zelia Baugh

Medical West Opens 
Occupational Medicine 
Clinic

Medical West HealthWorks, 
an Occupational Medicine Clinic, 
opened on August 1, 2012. Medi-
cal West hospital hosted an open 
Open House on to provide com-
munity members an opportunity 
to view the new facility and meet 
the staff. 

Attendees included Alabama 
State Senator Priscilla Dunn; Bes-
semer Chamber of Commerce 
President Ronnie Acker; Medi-
cal West CEO Tom McDougal; 
HealthWorks Occupational Medi-
cine Physician Michael Mueller, 
MD; Bessemer Mayor Kenneth 
Gulley, along with members of the 
Bessemer Police and Fire Departments.

Mike Mueller, MD, a board-certified Occupational Medicine Physician with 26 years of experience, is the Medical Director for 
the clinic.
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Rodrigo Valderrama, MD Joins 
Trinity Endocrinology and 
Diabetes Center

Rodrigo Valderrama, MD, has joined 
Trinity Endocrinology and Diabetes Cen-
ter at Trinity Medical Cen-
ter. He is board certified in 
internal medicine and in 
endocrinology and diabe-
tes.

Valderrama received 
his medical degree from 
Universidad Nacional 
de Colombia in Bogota. 
He completed a residency in internal 
medicine at the University of Mississippi 
Medical Center and a Fellowship in en-
docrinology, metabolism and diabetes at 
the University of Michigan.

From 2005-2008, Valderrama served 
as an associate professor of medicine at the 

University of Mississippi Medical Center. 
Prior to joining Trinity, Valderrama spent 
four years in practice in Shelby County.

Valderrama is a member of the 
American Endocrine Society, American 
Diabetes Association and American Asso-
ciation of Clinical Endocrinologists.

Sanders Selected for AACN-
Wharton Executive Leadership 
Program

Nena Sanders, dean of Samford Uni-
versity’s Ida V. Moffett School of Nursing, 
is one of 37 nurse educators 
in the United States to be 
selected to participate in 
the American Association 
of Colleges of Nursing 
(AACN) Wharton Execu-
tive Leadership Program.

The prepares nursing 

leaders to address issues around leading 
change, influencing and galvanizing a 
diverse set of stakeholders and building 
strategic relationships in highly volatile 
environments.  

“I am honored to be a part of such a 
dynamic group of leaders in nursing edu-
cation and I look forward to sharing this 
experience with these experts in the field 
of nursing,” said Sanders.

Sanders is one of two deans from 
Alabama participating in the program. 
Debra Davis, dean of the University of 
South Alabama College of Nursing, also 
is a member of the class.
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HealtHcare real estate loans

It’s a great time to purchase or refinance.

With a commercial real estate loan from BBVa compass, you’ll get a great low rate.  
Plus if you apply before the end of the year, you’ll also save with:
•	Up to $5,000 off closing costs on loans $1 million and up
•	Up to $1,000 off closing costs on loans under $1 million

In addition your Healthcare practice will also enjoy:
•	low fixed rates for the entire term up to 25 years 
•	no balloon payments 
•	80% ltV for owner-occupied property; up to 95% ltV with sBa financing

Most importantly, you can trust the healthcare lending experts at BBVa compass  
to make your loan experience simple and easy.

For more information or to apply, stop by any BBVa compass branch today.

1-800-COMPASS	•	bbvacompass.com

Application must be received between 07/01/2012 and 12/31/2012 and loan must be booked by 03/31/2013 to be eligible for this special offer. All loans subject to eligibility, collateral and underwriting requirements, 
and approval, including credit approval. Special closing costs offer available for a limited time only on qualifying commercial real estate loan applications received and booked within the specified offer dates. 
Up to $5,000 off closing costs on loans over $1 million; up to $1,000 off closing costs on loans under $1 million. Your actual closing costs discount may vary based on several factors. Offer applies to qualified 
types of owner-occupied commercial real estate and qualified borrowers. Offer not valid in conjunction with any other discount or offer. Customer is responsible for any closing costs and fees outside of any 
special promotions and reimbursement of any third party costs if loan is paid off within 36 months of loan closing. All promotions and offers subject to change without notice. Please contact a BBVA Compass 
banker for details. BBVA Compass is a trade name of Compass Bank, a member of the BBVA Group.  Compass Bank, Member FDIC. #894
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